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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
Barriers

to School Enrollment and Success of Children Living ln Shelters
in St. Paul, Minnesota:
Perspectives of School and Shelter Staff
Claire Kuennen Jordan

June 1, 1996

Nearly a decade since the passage of the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless

Assistance Act, barriers to school enrollment and education of children who
are homeless remain. The extent to which these barriers exist varies from
place to place. To identify the barriers in the St. Paul Public School District,

this study surveyed school and shelter staff and interviewed key informants.
Survey findings indicate that the most important barriers to enrollment are:

difficulty in acquiring children's school records and lack of transportation
from the shelter to the school. Once enrolled, the greatest obstacles to
school success for these children are repeated school transfers and lack of
parental involvement in their child's education. The implications of the

findings are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Barriers to the education of children who Iive in homeless shelters are

the topic of this thesis. A brief overview of homelessness and the family

context of homeless children will precede the discussion of the research topic.
Homelessness as an identified national concern surfaced in the United States
in the early 1980's. The fundamental cause of homelessness in America is

the sharp decline in construction of low income housing during the 19BO's
(Bell, Costin & Downs, 1991, p.199). The three previous decades had seen

growth in housing due to legislation passed by Congress in 1949: The
National Housing
American

Act. This act had a stated

family."

goal of "a decent home for every

Under this act, the federal government had supported

housing programs that "maintained a reasonable balance between supply and
demand for affordable housing" (Hayes, 1989, p.60-61). Hayes describes the
decline in federal support which has caused modern American homelessness:

By 1980 some $32 billion was budgeted annually for the building
of housing for low or moderate income families. ln the 1980's
of the Reagan Administration, low income housing allocations fell
sharply. By 1 989 public concern about homelessness was at a
new height and federal allocations rose to $7.5 billion, a level
that was still 77 percent less than the 198O level. The loss of
housing for the poor was exacerbated by the "gentrification" that
appeared in the late 1970's. Public funds were used to convert
low cost housing into homes for those with ...higher
incomes....Housing that poor families and working people could
afford was depleted and not replaced. (Hayes, 1 989, p.6O-61 ).
1

Given the shortage of affordable housing, McChesney identified risk factors

affecting the level of vulnerability of poor families to homelessness: singlemother family, minority family, young maternal age, substance abuse,
domestic violence, maternal history of abuse and foster placement, pregnancy

or recent birth, and the size and proximity of a family's kin network and levels

of non-kin social support (McChesfl€y, 1993, p.365).
As housing stock dwindled and homelessness became a problem for
families across the United States, communities have had to face one of the
major facets of the dilemma of homelessness: meeting the educational needs

of homeless children. Access to education and the stability afforded by the
school environment, given the disruptive effect of homelessness on children
and families, became critical issues to be addressed in meeting the

educational needs of homeless children.
This study focuses on the children in homeless families -- Homeless
families constitute approximately one third of the overatl population of
homeless people and are the fastest growing subgroup (Bassuk, 1990, p.7).
Estimates during the 198O's of the number of homeless children ranged from
4OO,OOO

to

SOO,OOO

Federal Department

(Kozol, 1988,

p.3).

Based on 1gg3 state data, the

of Education repofted that approximately 750,OO0 school-

aged children are homeless, more than double the number reported in 1991
(National Law Center, 1995,

p.1). Although the estimates vary, it is clear
Z

that the numbers of homeless children are growing and that within the
population of homeless children there are many different subgroups (children

who experience chronic, periodic, or temporary homelessness (Rivlin as cited
in Boxill, 1 990, pp.6-7); children homeless because of chronic poverty.
domestic violence, chemical dependency of a parent, etc.). While it is difficult

to estimate the number of homeless childrenr researchers have concluded that
67,000 do not attend school (Milhaly, 1991, and Rafferty, 1991, as cited in
Markward, 1994). Other estimates of how many homeless children are not in
school range from approximately

1Oo/o

(stanford University Center for the

Study of Families, Children, and Youth, 1991)

to

31o/o

(U.S. Department of

Education, 1989 as cited in Helm, 1993, p.316). Other studies have reported

that 43o/o of school age homeless children were not attending school
(Eddowes and Hranitz, 1989 and Hall and Maza, 1990, as cited in Dupper and

Halter, 1994, p.39).
The barriers to school attendance and concern that homeless children
have ongoing difficulties once in school, compound the urgency of attending

to the needs of homeless children in the schools. As Markward reports:
...those homeless children who do attend school have difficulties
in the learning process (Molnar, 1988; Rafferty, 1gg1) (and)
abundant empirical evidence has suggested that homeless
children experience developmental delays as wel! as
psychological and social problems (Bassuk and Gallagher, 1gg0;
Bassuk and Rosenberg, 1988; Bassuk and Rubin, 1987; Bassuk,
Rubin, and Lauriat, 1986; Boxill and Beaty, 199O; Milhaly, I ggl;
Rivlin, 1 99O; Whitman, 1 987; Whitman, Accardo, Boyert, and
Kendagor, 1989) (Markward, 1994, p.32).
3

The transiency experienced by homeless people and the struggle of

meeting a family's basic needs may account for some of the school problems

of children who are homeless. but "school-related" barriers also exist
(National Law Center, 1 995, p.1).
Examples

of barriers include:
It

+F

JT

J+

Residency requirements may prevent a homeless child
from continuing at her original school or bar enrollment in
a new school;
lmmunization and birth certificate requirements may
prohibit enrollment without proper documentation...
Problems in the transfer of records may cause enrollment
(or service) delays
Lack of transportation may... (pose) a barrier, particularly
for a child attempting to continue in his original school."
(National Law Center, 1995, p.2).

The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to identify in one school district - the St.
Paul Public School District - the barriers to the education

of children who

are

homeless, as perceived by school and shelter personnel. Professionals (school
social workers and shelter personnel) completed surveys based on

a 1992

lllinois study by Professors David Dupper and Anthony Halter of the University

of lllinois School of Social Work, Champaign-Urbana (Dupper and Halter,

1994). Key informant interviews with staff recently hired by the St.

Paul

Public School District to assist children in shelters were completed. Findings

of this study will inform the program development efforts of the St. Paul
4

Public Schools and area shelters in their attempt to ensure that children who
are homeless may be afforded an appropriate public education equal to that of

their non-homeless peers.

Research O,uestion

The study addresses the research question: What are the barriers to
educating elementary age children living in homeless shelters located in the

St. Paul School District as perceived by school social workers, shelter
personnel, and District staff hired specifically to serve this population?

5

LITERATURE REV!EW
lntroduction: The Background of the Study
A review of the literature concerning educating children who

are

homeless from a national perspective reveals the following barriers to their

education (the variables of this study):
*

lack of a permanent address (residency requirements)

+

absence of a parent or legal guardian

+

difficulty in acquiring child's immunization records

+

difficulty in acquiring child's birth certificate

It

difficulty in acquiring school records from child's previous
schools

*

difficulty in providing the homeless child with the same
services that are provided to other students (meals,
services for gifted and talented, special education)

*

lack of transportation from the shelter to the school

+

lack of parenta! involvement in their child's education
(parent does not enroll child, help with homework, attend
meetings and conferences, or follow up on requests from
the school)

JF

lack of interagency coordination

*

repeated school transfers and missing school

tf

lack of school supplies/clothes

tt

lack of a quiet consistent place to study

6

The degree to which these barriers, identified nationally, exist in given states
and districts varies greatly (as do the resources to address such barriers). As

part of a local strategy to improve educational opportunities for children who
are in shelters,

it is necessary to assess barriers

as they exist in a given

district.
The context for understanding the dimensions of the problem locally,
includes the federal law intended to address some of the barriers which have

surfaced nationally, the barriers to educating children who are homeless, and
progress which has been made in reducing those barriers which states are
legally mandated to address.

The McKinney

Act:

Legislative History and lntent

The Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of 1987 tP.L. 10077ll was passed to address the growing crisis of homelessness in the United
States in the early 198O's. The act contains several sections which address

the provision of housing, health care, and education for people who are
homeless. This review is concerned with the provisions related to the
education of children who are homeless.
The original act

(1

987) had a section designed to ensure equal access

to education for homeless children. That Act established a two year program
of voluntary federal grants to state education agencies for Fiscal Year 1987
7

and Fiscal Year 1988. ln November, 1988, Congress reauthorized the
McKinney Act including the sections on education and extended the law

through 1990. ln November of 1990 the Act was again reauthorized, this
time with major amendments to provisions about the education of homeless
children and youth (Center for Law and Education, 1991). The provisions
were again amended in 1994. The intended result of the changes over time
was to move from the original focus of ensuring access to education to

a

focus which ensured success in education. The key provisions and barriers to
education of homeless children addressed in each amendment in 1987, 1990,

and 1994, will be summarized below.
1

987
The original McKinney Act (P.L.1OO-77, title Vl, subtitle B) required

states to review and revise residency requirements to ensure access of
homeless children (and youth) to school. Helm asserts, "the Act did not

provide a federal guarantee of access to education for all homeless children,

but did require sfafes to guarantee that homeless children and youth have the
same access to a 'free, appropriate public education' as permanently housed

children attending school in the same district" (Helm, 1993, p.328). States
could, with small appropriations under the Act, establish a homeless
children's education Coordinator's Office. These offices were to collect data
on the number and needs of homeless children, identify barriers to education

U

for such children, and develop a state plan to remove such barriers,
specifically those posed by residency requirements and guardianship issues.
Schools were to provide "comparable services". School records were to be

transferred in a timely

way. Lastly, children were to be placed either in their

district of origin for the remainder of the year in which they became homeless
or in the district where the child or youth was actually living, "whichever is in

the child's best interest" (sec.722telt3l).
1

990

The 1990 amendments to the Act (P.L. 101-645) include three
important policy dictums:
1

.

Barriers which states must address were expanded from
residency requirements (an access barrier) to also include barriers

which inhibit or prevent access and success in school. State
plans must address barriers to access and success caused by:

a.

transportation issues (the 1990 amendments add
transportation services to the list of comparable services

to be provided) and

b.

enrollment delays caused by: immunization requirements,
residency requirements, lack of birth certificates, school
records, or other documentation; and guardianship issues.

v

State plans must also c) provide for the development of programs for school
personnel to promote awareness of the educational needs of homeless

children among school personnel; d) ensure that otherwise eligible children
can participate in federal, state, or local food programs as well as before and
after school care program; and e) include assurance that homeless students
are not isolated or stigmatized (sec . 7?ztdll4l).

2.

The 199O amendments include a policy statement that
"homelessness alone should not be sufficient reason to separate

students from the mainstream school environment" (sec. 721 ,
par.3

3.

).

The third policy provision of importance defined in the
amendments was that interagency cooperation was imperative if
homeless children were to be provided with opportunities to

succeed: local school districts are to coordinate interagency
efforts on behalf of homeless children (sec . 722 t3lt71).
The choices of school placement options for children who are homeless
were refined in 1990: where the original Act referred to "school district", the

1990 amendments "prescribe enrollment in the previously attended "school"
or the "school"... attended by non-homeless children who live in the

attendance area." This change in language was intended to offer children the
option to maintain continuity in their school life during their homelessness.
10

The 1 990 amendments also allowed new monies to be authorized by
Congress to states (which in turn funded districts) to provide direct service
(such as tutoring) and related activities (Helm, 1993, p.33O).
1

994
The 1 994 changes were made as amendments to the McKinney Act by

the lmproving America's Schools Act of 1994. The changes, according to
the Center for Law and Education (1995) are:
IE

J+

*

tF

The programs to which states are to provide homeless children
"equal access" now explicitly include preschool.
The overall delivery of services to homeless (children) is to afford
them "an opportunity to meet the same challenging state student
performance standards to which all students are held.
The importance of the parents' requested school selection for a
homeless (child) has been enhanced. ...The local system is now
to comply with the request (to the extent feasible), rather than
simply giving that preference "consideration".
The state plan is to "show how the State will ensure" that Iocal
systems comply with central features of the Act..., rather than
simply "assure" compliance "to the extent practicable"."

Whereas the original Stewart B. McKinney Act required states to submit
separate plans to remove educational barriers outlined in the Act, the 1 994

reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
"mandated that the Department of Education establish procedures for states

to submit consolidated state plans (emphasis added)...for each of the
programs contained in the ESEA, and other programs designated by the
Secretary of Education" (National Law Center, 1995, p.

33). The ESEA was

reauthorized by the 1994 lmproving America's Schools Act (P.L.103-382).
11

For 1995, states could submit separate program plans or include the
McKinney Program in their preliminary consolidated plan: forty one states
chose the latter option (National Law Center, 1 995, p.33).
Barriers

to Educating Children Who Are Homeless

ln reviewing the literature, it is clear that there are two types of barriers

to educating homeless children: those addressed by the McKinney Act
those not covered by

law.

and

Those barriers addressed by the McKinney Act will

be considered first in this review and are listed below followed in each case

by the year of legal mandate to address that barrier.
Barriefs Addressed by the McKinney Act
Residency requirements
Guardianship issues

(1

(1

987)

987)

Comparable services not provided
Lack of Mainstreaming

(1

(1

987)

99O)/Stigmatization

(1 99O)

Transportation (1990)
Enrollment delays caused by:
Lack of immunization requirements (1990)
Lack of birth certificates, school records, or other documents
( 1 ee0)
Lack of interagency coordination

(1

990)

The review of the literature illuminates how the barriers listed above
hampered the access and success of children who were homeless prior to the
a2

Stewart B. McKinney Act and it's amendments. These barriers will be
addressed by category.
Residency requirements ( I 987 )
Prior to the McKinney Act, states had included in their compulsory

attendance laws language requiring that all children be provided access to
schools in the district in which they or their parents or guardians reside. This
imposed a barrier for homeless children who, because their families were

forced to split up to find shelter, were sent to live with friends or relatives.
Also families with frequent moves and no fixed residency had no district of
residence and were under the law simply denied school access (Helm, 1993,

p.32a).

The 1 987 Act mandates that school residency laws of states be
revised to ensure that homeless children are not denied access to a public

education and that if a family (chitd) moves during a school year that a child
can either remain in their home school district or be placed in the school

district associated with their (temporary) residence, whichever is in the best
interests of the child. (Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act,

1987). Residency requirements (both state and locat) had, before the Act,
been a major barrier to school enrollment and retention {Eddowes and

Hranitz, 1989, p.198I. A 1990 report from the National Law Center on
Homelessness and Poverty indicated that 6o0/o of 20 states surveyed

13

continued after the McKinney Act of 1987 to deny access to children because

of failure to comply with residency requirements (NLCHP, 1 990).
Guardianship /ssues

(I

987 )

Helm (1990) explains that guardianship requirements derived from state

statutory or administrative law mandate that students had to be registered

in

school by a parent or legal guardian, which for children temporarily placed

with unofficial guardians (friends or relatives), may be impossible. Again the
National Law Center for Homelessness and Poverty (1990), several years

after the McKinney Act passed, found that 40o/o of states denied children
access

to school due to guardianship issues.

Comparable services not provided( I 987)
Children in need of services may not be individually assessed or

identified for special education services due to transiency or to the school
personnel attributing behavior and learning difficulties to the child's
homelessness (Whitman, Accardo, Boyert, and Kendagor, 1990, p.519).

The question of mainstreaming children occurs in the context of
comparable services. Several communities have established "transitional"
schools for homeless children. These provide children with intensive and
individualized care for a short time, after which the children are mainstreamed

into regular schools. Advocates for this approach argue that it allows for
better school placement decisions, as in the case of homeless families from

t4

Chicago who arrive in Minneapolis with no school records, and that it affords
children the chance to receive individual instruction in a climate that is

"psychologically safe" (Jax,

1

995). Critics question whether

having

attended "homeless schools" will stigmatize children when they are eventually
mainstreamed.

The key factor in this analysis is that homeless children:
may require one or more of the services offered to
non-homeless children in the schools: school meals,
special education, compensatory education,
programs for limited English proficient students,
programs for gifted and talented students, or before
and after school programs (Helm, 1993, p.326).
Homeless students are (under the McKinney Act) not to be denied comparable

services. Delayed testing and placement (Helm, 1993, p.326) and Iack of
individualized assessment (Whitman, Accardo, Boyert, and Kendagor, 1990;

Eddowes, 1993, p.387) often results in such services being denied.
Lack of Mainstreaming (l ?9q/Silgmatization (l 99O)
Children are vulnerable to the stigmatization associated with

homelessness (Gewirtzman and Fodor, 1987, p.242; Eddowes and Hranitz,

1989, p.198; Whitman, Accardo, Boyert, and Kendagor, 1990, p.519).
While advocates think most often about peer pressure or mockery and
concerns about lowered teacher expectations of children identified as
homeless, almost any person in authority in a child's life may inflict the pain

of this stigmatization. For example, the school bus driver who picked up
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children in front of an emergency shelter in a small urban community in
Kentucky would routinely yell as the children boarded the bus, "You homeless
kids sit down and don't bother the others (childrenl." ln the same

community, adolescents from a shelter asked the van driver of the boldly
identified (signage) shelter van to "let us off three blocks from school so the
kids won't know where we stay." (authors observations).
Transportation (l 990)
More than any other barrier, transportation is cited as the most

important barrier to access for homeless children ((NLCHP, 1990) (for
students in Washington D.C.); U.S. Department of Education 1990 as cited

in Helm, 1993, p.325). As Eddowes and Hranitz (1989) note, "Families
whose children are fortunate enough to be enrolled in school find that their
problems are only beginning. Many parents learn that their children are to

attend a school in the other side of

town. This forces them to use....public

transportation,....placing another drain on the limited finances of the family"
(p. 1 98)"

Lack of immunization, birth certificates, and school records

(

1

99Ol

Obtaining records for homeless families is a major challenge due to
delays on the part of schools, cost for securing records, and the simple fact

that for most homeless parents finding housing and food take priority over
other tasks, Iike searching for records. Prior to the McKinney Act, Iack of
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records including proof of age, immunization and health records, and proof

that the child has attended school, were all obstacles to school enrollment for
homeless children (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1989, p.198). The National Law
Center survey

of 1990 documented that

7Oo/o

of states surveyed noted that

records delays (transfer of school records) created barriers to the school

attendance of homeless children (NLCHP, 1 990).
Lack of interagency Echool/shelter) collaboration (l 99O)

ln a summary description of the perils of non-collaboration, Dupper and
Halter (1994) assert "Children are becoming lost between shelters and public
schools when neither assumes responsibility for the child's educational needs"

@,4$. Yon, Michelson, and Carlton-LaNey (1993) offer

an analysis of the

climate, process, people (leadership), policies, end resources that influence
interagency partnerships. They point to the multiple needs of homeless
families as the reason for collaboration and insist that establishing a shared
vision for such partnerships is pivotal to their success g.aZA.
Barriers not s.p-ecifically addressed brlthe McKinney Act

The literature review revealed five barriers not addressed by the
McKinney

Act. They are:
Repeated school transfers and missing school

Lack of parental involvement
Cumulative toll of living in poverty

1-7

Lack of appropriate school suppliesiclothes
Lack of a quiet consistent place to study
Details about how each of the above barriers have inhibited school
access and/or success follow:
Repeated school transfers and missed periods of schooling

Whether due to residency requirements before the passage of the
McKinney Act, lack of knowledge or exercising of choice by parents who

might have retained children in their home schools during episodes of
homelessness, or because parents have not enrolled children during periods of

transiency, children with frequent moves experience multiple school transfers
and periods during which they do not attend school at

all

(Whitman,

Accardo, Boyert, and Kendagor, 1990, p.519). On occasion, parents who are

victims of domestic violence keep children home from school out of fear that
the perpetrator will harm the children while they are in school (Dupper and
Halter, 1994).
Lack of parental involvement

ln some studies professionals cite lack of parental involvement as a
barrier to the education of homeless children {Dupper and Halter, 1994).
Researchers have pointed out, however, that in light of Maslow's hierarchy of

needs, a homeless parent ffiay, out of necessity, devote their energies to the
search for housing and food (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1989, p.198), leaving the
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education and health care of the family to be addressed after basic needs are

met. lt is important not to misunderstand parental motivation or children's
behavior when children are allowed to miss school due to domestic violence.
McChesney (1993) notes "children fleeing a battering father may be afraid to

attend school for fear that he will be able to locate them or their mother
through their attendance" (see also Dupper and Halter, 1994). Some parents
insist that their children remain in school. Others may depend on older
children to care for siblings or help with other tasks as the mother searches

for housing or other resources during the school day (McChesney, 1993,
p.337).
The cumulative toll of living in poverty may hinder a child's performance in
school,

In an assessment of New York's homeless families, Gewirtzman and
Fodor (1987) note, "By the time the family becomes homeless the effects of

poverty, removal from their familiar environment, malnourishment, poor
access

to public health care, and residence in crowded and unhealthy

conditions have begun to show" (p.238). Coles (1976), in a study of migrant
children, f inds that rootless children may leave tasks unfinished. Lastly,
McChesney (1993) notes that key scholars (Rafferty and Shinn) have found

that in some ways housed poor children perform as poorly in school
homeless children (p.376).
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Lack of appropriate school supplies/clothes

Across the literature authors note that homeless students often lack
school supplies and appropriate (ex. cold weather) clothing. Dupper and
Halter (1994) cite school dress codes as inhibiting attendance for children

who lack appropriate clothing.
Lack of quiet consistent place to study.
Lack of appropriate study space is a concern for school age children

living in shelters. (Gewirtzman and Fodor, 1987); Whitman, Accardo, Boyert,
and Kendagor, 19901.

Progress in Addressing the Barriers ldentified by the
McKinney Act
Some progress has been made nationally in identifying and addressing
barriers to educating homeless children in the years since the passage of the

Stewart B. McKinney Act of 1987. When two national studies (First, 1992
and Anderson et. al., 1995) are analyzed, it appears that there has been real
progress in eliminating barriers posed by policies on residency and school

records. Yet, as evidenced by an lllinois study (Dupper & Halter, 1gg4),

difficulty in acquiring schoo! records remains a barrier in at least one state.
Other findings from the Anderson study (done under contract with the Federal
Department of Education by Policy Studies Associates) include:
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almost all states reported success in revising their laws, policies,
and regulations to improve educational access for homeless
children, but access was uneven at the local level.
states and districts still struggle to provide access while meeting
guardianship and immunization requirements.
due to lack of transportation, students are rarely able to remain
in their school of origin, especially if they need transportation
across district lines.
although access to school has improved significantly for
homeless students under the McKinney Act, a large proportion
have difficulty gaining access to specific educational services
(special education, gifted and talented programs, etc.).
housing authorities rarely consider the educational needs of
homeless children in decisions of family housing placements.
family mobility may be the greatest barrier to school success for
homeless children. (Anderson, 1 995).

Lack of transportation, cited in the Policy Study Associates study

(Anderson, 1995) as the primary enrollment barrier facing homeless children
nationally, is related to inadequate funding. Until the federal appropriation of
McKinney monies is drasticalty increased, districts will be without the
resources needed to address this major obstacle. Many of the other issues
may be characterized as resulting from difficulty of enforceability of provisions
in the McKinney

Act.

Lastly, just as the initial national study (First, 1992)

revealed problems of accountability at the state level (some 1989 state
progress reports did not distinguish between proposed and actual programs in
operation), the lllinois study (Dupper and Halter, 1994) found that lack of

accountability at the local level involving schools and shelters resulted in
children becoming lost between institutions.

2t

The most recent analysis of progress in addressing barriers was
released in September 1995 by the organization which has spearheaded

advocacy efforts on behalf of children who are homeless: The National Law
Center on Homelessness and Poverty (NLC). For this report, titled A Eoot in

the Schoolhouse Door, the Law Center surveyed service providers and state
coordinators, and reviewed new state plans.
Their service provider findings are mixed, but indicate improvement

with the McKinney Act compliance nationally in comparison to their 1990

findings. For elementary and junior high school students, the percent of
service provider respondents who cited:
It

*
{+

residency requirements as a problem fell from 60% to 2Oolo
transfer of school records as a problem fell from 7Oo/o to
approximately 460/o
guardianship requirements as a problem fell from 4oo/o to 2Oo/o"
(National Law Center, 1995, p.50).

Yet, as with other national studies, the evidence indicates that barriers
remarn:
tt-

*

tF

of respondents considered transportation a problem for
elementary/junior high students who remained in their original
71o/o

school (transportation, however, was cited as a barrier primarily
for homeless children when the original school they attend is
located in a district outside of the district of the shelter.)
Over a third of respondents reported that elementary/junior high
students who changed schools experience problems obtaining
birth certificates, transferring school records, accessing
transportation, and receiving immunizations
more than 50o/o of respondents considered absenteeism to be a
problem for all... homeless children
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at least 45o/o of respondents reported that homeless children had
a problem obtaining tutoring or evaluations for special education
services
nearly half of respondents did not regard homeless parents as
being informed about the education rights of their children.
(National Law Center, 1 995, pp. 51-52).

State Coordinators were also surveyed by the Law Center. From their
perspective the three greatest educational barriers still facing homeless

children in their states were: transportation

(1

1

), transiency of homelessness

(8), and delayed transfer of school records (6).
The threat of decreasing accountability of the states to the Federal
Government concerning the McKinney Program surfaced in the Law Center's

review of the new planning process which allows McKinney Program Plans to
be consolidated with other educational plans submitted to the Department of

Education. The Law Center reviewed these consolidated plans using the
criteria of the Department of Education instructions for the plans.
Upon analysis, 32 of the plans (over 75o/ol did not mention the needs of
homeless children despite instructions from the Department of Education to

the contrary. Just four states, (California, Oregon, Texas, and Washington),
offered a very detailed description of how consolidated planning would
contribute to serving the needs of homeless children.... Thirty five (or 85%)
did not describe how consolidation would contribute to a more effective use

of McKinney funds.... Only two plans addressed in detail standards...adopted
to measure the effectiveness of federal funds in serving homeless children...
t3

and plans were much improved when addressing criteria concerning fiscal
accountability (National Law Center, 1 995, pp. 33-35).
Enforcement of the McKinney Act Educational Provisions

The Lamokin Case
In July

of 1994 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit issued a

ruling which "is the first in which a federal court has ordered a local
government to comply with Title Vll (B) of the McKinney Act" {National Law
Center, 1995, p.49). The evolution of this case is as follows: After the

1990 release of a report by the National Law Center (Stuck at the Shelter)
concerning the District of Columbia's non-compliance with the McKinney Act

(particularly its transportation requirements), the Law Center and ten
homeless parents filed suit in federal court charging the District of Columbia

with violations of the McKinney Act, specifically failure to:

(1) implement a best interest standard in making school

Ql

placements,

coordinate social services and public education, and (3) to provide

transportation services for homeless children (National Law Center,

1995, p.471.
The district court ruled that the McKinney Act did not create enforceable
rights and dismissed the claim. On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit reversed this decision and ruled in July, 1994 that homeless
children do have enforceable rights. The "appeals court interpreted the
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McKinney Act as requiring states to develop plans which assured compliance

with... requirements of the statute" (National Law Center, 1995, p. 47l..
November

ln

of 1994, the U.S. Supreme Court "let stand the appeals court

ruling, denying a petition... by the District of Columbia" (National Law Center,
1

995, p. 48).
Ultimately, the District of Columbia was court ordered to remedy

violations of failing to address the educational needs of homeless children in

a

timely fashion and failing to provide them with adequate transportation to and
from the school. On remand in the appeals court, the court ordered the

District of Columbia to identify homeless children and refer them for...
educational services, including transportation, within 72 hours of a homeless

family's application for emergency shelter. (National Law Center, 1995, p.

48). At the time, over 3O0 families were on shelter waiting lists.

The court

ordered that comparable educational services for these children be provided

within two weeks and that bus tokens for both parent and child be offered to
families residing further than one and a half miles from school (National Law
Center, 1995, pp. 48-49)"
ln response, the District withdrew from the McKinney Program claiming

that the cost of heeding the court order would be greater than its McKinney

grant. ln turn, the court dissolved the injunction requiring educational
services. While the court refused to "vacate" the order itself (which could be
25

enforced in the event that the District reapplies for McKinney funds), the

court determined that "there was now no law to apply and... that (the District
had) succeeded in circumventing the requirements of the McKinney Act"
(National Law Center, 1995, p. 50).
Pendino Litiqation

Other cases concerning the McKinney Act are pending. Salazar v.
E-dwar.ds, a class action

Board

suit brought by homeless families against the Chicago

of Education and others was initially dismissed in lllinois state court

based on the first district couft decision in the Lampkin Case, but plaintiffs

appealed. "Shortly before oral argument, defendants conceded that the
McKinney Act claims were enforceable" and the case was sent to trial
(National Law Center, 1 995, p. 5O).

According to the National Law Center, there may be litigation pending
in Maine and Maryland (Hinze, personal communication, January 1995).

Summary of the National Perspective
Even though homeless children have the legal right

to attend school,

non-compliance with the Act outlining children's rights appears "rampant"

(Markward, 1994; Helm, 1993). The literature repeatedly cites lack of
transportation from the shelter to the school and lack of coordination between
schools and shelters as critical concerns. lf homeless children can overcome
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residency, transportation, and records barriers they can enroll in school , but
may still face erroneous school and school program placements,

stigmatization, lack of materials, and no place to study as they try to succeed
in school. Homeless parents struggling with day to day existence may benefit
from the advocacy afforded by social workers (school or shelter) and
coalitions as they work together to ensure that the guarantee of a free,
appropriate education for every child is honored. Both the barriers addressed

by law and those not addressed by law pose threats to the future self
sufficiency of today's homeless child. Nationally, barriers to educating
homeless children have clearly been identified. The remedies in the literature

constitute an action agenda for persons concerned with this issue.
Opportunities for change will be addressed in the concluding chapter of this

thesis. A summary of suggestions which surface in or are implied from the
literature review are discussed in the conclusion of this study. A focus on the
concerns which gave rise to the local study of this thesis follows.
Dimensions of the Problem Locally

The Wilder Research Center has done two major studies about people
experiencing homelessness in the Twin Cities {Owen,

1992; Owen, 1995}.

While these surveys did not specifically examine barriers to educating children

who are homeless, they included some of the educational difficulties of the
children whose parents were surveyed.
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In 1991, among school aged children in shelters in St. Paul, parents
reported that:
had a learning problem
26.7
had repeated a grade
2Oo/o did not attend school on the day of the survey
36.7olo had trouble attending due to their housing situation
(Owen, 1992, p. 73).
2Oo/o

o/o

Of metro area parents experiencing homelessness surveyed, following
are their reports about their children for both years in which Wilder studies

were conducted:
Table 1 Metro Area Paren! Heports of Eduqalional Gon,cern$ of Their Homeles,s
Ghildren: 1 991 and 1 994

Educational Concern
1 991
My child has a learning/school problem
31 o/o
My child has repeated a grade
24o/o
My child has difficulty attending school due
244/o
to their housing situation
Source: Owen , 1992, p.10; Owen, 1 995, pp.1 78-1 90

ZO

1

994

33.9o/o
24.?o/a
1 4.5o/o

The University of Minnesota has conducted several local studies of
homeless children and families. According to Professor Ann Matson,

a

1991/1 992 study revealed several school attendance barriers for children

living at the 410 Shelter in Minneapolis. Parents in the shelter reported
having experienced the following barriers since moving to the shelter:
13o/o lack

of immunization records

10o/o no school records

23o/o no transportation
13o/o did

not know which school to attend

167o child was not allowed

to stay in the same school

It is likely that some of these barriers are familiar to families
experiencing homelessness who attempt to enroll their children in the St, Paul

Schools. lt should be noted that in this 199111992 study of parents
surveyed none responded that their child refused to go to school. A 1993

study, also at the 410, indicated that access to school was not a problem
(Masten, 1993). These concerns in Minneapolis may have been addressed by

the opening and operation of The Learning Center, a school adjacent to the

410 specifically for children who are homeless.
Given these indications of educational difficulties of homeless children

locally, and the dramatic (518%) rise in the past decade of children
experiencing homelessness in the metro area (Owen, 1995), the need to be
?q

proactive in assessing barriers to educating children from shelters in St. Paul
compelled this study.

Gonceptual Framework

ln general systems theory "[a] particular entity is examined in relation

to the things it affects and is affected by rather than in relation to its essential
characteristics" (Hartman and Laird, 1 983, p.62). ln this study, professionals
from the two primary institution of children in shelters -- the school and the
shelter - are surveyed to identify the barriers to educating children from

shelters. A central theme which emerged from the review of the literature

is

the lack of cooperation between systems.
While the review of the literature identified possible barriers (variables)

which could be attributed to the family of the children (lack of parental
involvement in the child's education), many of the barriers identified nationally
are posed by schools as a result of local or state policies or practices.

As well, since systems theory focuses on the relationship between
entities, and the educational opportunities of children in a shelter may be
affected by the nature of the coordination between the school and the shelter,

it is a model appropriately employed for this study. lnherent in the discussion
of systems theory is the notion that the term "closed system" (one with
relatively impermeable boundaries) could be used to describe families,
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institutions, or communities. This study examines the information exchange
between school and shelter as part of the assessment of barriers to educating
children living in shelters located in the St. Paul School District.

ln the language of some scholars "microsystems refer to the immediate
settings directly experienced by the developing child" (Whittaker, Schinke,
and Gilchrist, 1986, p.

488).

ln this study, the family, shelter, and school are

the microsystems discussed. Whittaker further defines mesosystems as the
"relations or links between microsystems" noting that "the stronger and more
varied are the links between these microsystems the more powerful the effect

is on the individual (Whittaker, et al, 1986, p.

488).

ln the Whittaker model

an exosystem such as a school board or Coalition for the Homeless, is

a

setting that does not involve the developing child directly, but is one in which
events that occur affect or are affected by the setting (such as the school) in

which the child is a participant (Whittaker, et al, 1986, p. 488).

Whittaker notes that until recently, "the literature on child and family
services has ref lected personalistic interpretations of ... deviant behavior and
has advanced therapeutic strategies that... sought to... aid the identified client

'from the inside out' through insight focused casework and counseling"
(Whittaker, et al, 1986, p. 491). The ecological paradigm instead focuses on
"environmentally oriented assessments that... inform treatment methods that
help the client from the "outside in"... by placing major attention on the
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creation and maintenance of challenging, supportive, and responsive
environments...

" (Whittaker, et al, 1 986, p. 491 ).

This ecological approach has surfaced as a unifying theoretical
perspective for urban school social workers, according to a review of the

literature by Jennifer Clancy (Clancy, 1995). According to Clancy, "the
school social workers'practice is not focused on individual "problem" pupils,

but on the range of social interplays that occur among systems within the
school environments" (Clancy, 1 995, p. 41 l.

Applying this model to the topic at hand, the microsystems of a child

who is homeless may include the family, the classroom, the shelter, and the
child's place of worship. The relationship between the child's school and
shelter is classified as a mesosystem interaction. Clancy states,
Because microsystems and mesosystems are also affected by
macrosystems, or the larger cultural institutions such as the economic,
social, political, educational, and legal systems, an ecological
perspective also focuses on the interactions between the institutional
macrosystems and the more personal microsystems and mesosystems
(Clancy, 1 995, p. 41lr.

Thus, when the barriers to educating children from shelters in one district are
analyzed, the macrosystems review of district policy and, at the federal level,

the McKinney Act are included in the assessment.
Lastly, this study employs systems theory to, as proposed by Hartman and
Laird, "identify the resources available in the environment for the system's

survival and development" (1983, p. 65).
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METHODOLOGY
Research Ouestion

The study addresses the research question: What are the barriers to
educating elementary age children living in shelters located in the St. Paul
School District as perceived by school social workers, shelter personnel, and

District staff hired specifically to serve this population?

Research Design

This study is an exploratory descriptive study using 1) self administered
questionnaires for two groups - St. Paul Elementary School Social Workers
and St. Paul Area Shelter Directors - and 2) key informant telephone

interviews with staff hired by the St. Paul Schools to serve children in
shelters.
Operational Definitions
For purpose of this study, the following definitions are applied:
1

.

"Barriers in educating": anything that prevents the a) access

(enrollment), b) attendance, or c) success of children from shelters in

school. As previously stated, specific barriers identified in the review
of the literature on educating children who are homeless will be
examined as possible factors locally.
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2.

"children living in shelters": for this study, elementary school children

living with an adult family member in a shelter, transitional housing
complex, or battered women's shelter will be considered. The
concerns of youth who are homeless (7tn through 12th grade) and

those children living in facilities for children only are not the focus of
this study.
2

"homeless person": The McKinney Act legislation of 1 987 defines

a

homeless person as " 1) an individual who lacks a fixed, regular, and
adequate nighttime residence; and 2) an individual who has a primary

nighttime residence that is: a) a supervised publicly or privately
operated shelter designed to provide temporary living

accommodations...; b) an institution that provides a temporary
residence for individuals intended to be institutionalized; or c) a public

or private place not designed for, or ordinarily used as, a regular
sleeping accommodation for human beings" (Stewart B. McKinney

Act,
4

P.

L. 1 OO-77).

Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act: federal legislation
passed in 1987 to respond to the growing crisis of homelessness in the

United States by providing emergency assistance to homeless people
(P.L. "lOO-77, 101, Stat. 4821. Amended in 1988, 1990, and 1994.

Title Vll(B), Education for Homeless Children and Youth, requires states
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to remove barriers to the education of homeless children and youth and
provides funds to states to implement this policy.

5.

"transitional housing": A second stage of shelter for homeless people
usually smaller in scale that emergency facilities, but often a multi-

family residence in which residents may stay for up to two years and in
which, generally, there is the provision of supportive services (Hombs,
1

e94).

Participant Selection
School S.ocial Workers and Shelter Personnel
For surveys, (self administered questionnaires), a purposive sampling

process was employed. All 38 St. Paul Public School elementary social

workers and all 10 directors of shelters located within the St. Paul Schoot

District were invited to participate in the study.
Key Informants
As a condition for approval of this study, the Flesearch Committee of

St. Paul Public School required that the researcher include key informant
interviews in the study design and identified six prospective participants for

the researcher.
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Instrument Design
H.aller and. .D.upper S,urveys

IV-l

o-dif ied

In 1992, Social Work Professors Halter and Dupper of the University of
Illinois (Champaign-Urbana) conducted a survey of school social workers and
shelter personnel throughout lllinois to identify the barriers to educating
children from shelters in that state (Dupper and Halter,

1994). On June 2nd,

1995 the researcher received permission from Anthony Halter to use a draft
of the survey instrument administered with school social workers throughout
lllinois (Appendix G). This draft was modified for use in one district with both
school social workers and shelter directors, and several questions were

added. The surveys were modified to examine both obstacles to enrollment
(access) and to children's actual education (success); the Halter and Dupper

study examined barriers that impede access. The surveys were also modified

to reflect ell of the barriers identified nationally in a review of the literature.
The researcher chose to delete one of the barriers described in the
literature from inclusion in the survey: the cumulative toll of living in poverty.

It was not possible to operationalize this variable for this study.
School Social Workers Surv-ey
Questions on this (and the Shelter Directors') survey elicited both

quantitative and qualitative data. ln addition to identifying local barriers to
schoot access and education (success) from a list of those barriers identified
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nationally, the school social workers were encouraged to describe any other
barriers which they had identified but which were not evident in the literature.

Participants were asked both to identify and to prioritize by rank the
importance of barriers facing children that they serve. Participants were also
asked

to suggest ways of addressing the barriers to enrolling or educating

children from shelters.

Six questions of the survey examine the impact of family transiency on
childrens' school placement. Other questions examine the coordination of
services to children from shelters between the St. Paul School System and
area shelters. One question was used to determine how parents learn about

the educational rights of their children. Participants were asked what, if any,
training opportunities they would like to have available to them concerning the
education of children who are homeless. Lastly, participants were asked to

identify which school type - magnet, neighborhood, or both - they serve, in
order to compare and contrast the perceptions of staff working in facilities

which have District wide bussing available for students with those that do
not.

Sheltqrfersonnel Survey
This survey instrument is parallel to that used with School Social
Workers in most respects. The instrument differs in that it asks for job title
(some shelter directors delegated the survey to other personnel) and it asks if
3t

the shelter offers programs to address the educational needs of children who
are homeless.
K"ey

Informant lnterview Questions
The Key lnformant telephone interview was designed to elicit the

prioritized barriers to access and education (success) as perceived by the
team of staff hired by the St. Paul Schools to assist children in shelters. The

interview also asked participants to identify what they thought could be done

to address the barriers which they identified, and to describe the impact

on

the children that they serve of the most important barrier to education
(success) which they had identified.
Data Collection

Surveys {self a.dm.inistered questionnaires)
This was a confidential but not anonymous survey. Surveys were
coded with numbers assigned to each prospective participant. Surveys with

attached cover letters were mailed on November 11, 1995. Participants were
asked

to return the surveys on or before November 3O, 1995. In the mailing,

participants were given a separate postcard addressed to the researcher to be
used if they wished to obtain survey results. Between December 1 and
December 5, the researcher made follow-up phone calls to prospective

participants who had not yet returned their surveys. The surveys were self
administered questionnaires which the participants were instructed to return
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in the self addressed stamped envelope provided by the researcher. Surveys
returned by December 14 were included in the study.
Key lnformant lnterviews

The prospective subjects were sent cover letters explaining the project,
consent forms, and stamped return envelopes for the consent forms. The
researcher interviewed by telephone all participants who returned the consent
f

orm.

Ethical Protection of Participants

This study was approved by the lnstitutional Review Board at Augsburg
College and by the St. Paul Public School District Research Committee. Each

individual asked to participate in the study received a cover letter (Appendix
D,E) for survey participants, Appendix F for key informants) which explained

the risks and informed them that in the case of 1) survey participants, if they
returned the survey they gave consent to participate in the research and 2)

key informant interviewees, they by signing and returning the consent form to

the researcher gave consent to participate in the research. All cover letters
informed all participants of their right to refuse to answer questions or to stop

anytime. Participants were assured confidentiality in the cover letter.
Prospective participants were informed in the cover letter that their

participation in the study was voluntary and that his or her choice to
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participate would not affect his or her relationship with the St. Paul Public
Schools, Augsburg College, area shelters, or the researcher.

Data Analysis

A descriptive analysis of quantitative data and a content analysis of
qualitative data for all instruments used were conducted. Quantitative data

was organized according to the number and percent of responses obtained.
Cross tabulations of quantitative data were conducted on relevant variables

which yielded information such as in the findings from school social workers'
surveys in which the prioritizing barriers to enrollment and education were
presented by school

type. Oualitative data were obtained from the written

surveys and by transcribing responses to open ended questions in the key
informant interviews. The information was analyzed and categorized
according to the types of responses given.
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FINDINGS
As the study included three groups of respondents, the findings will be
presented by category of respondents in the following order: School Social

Workers, Shelter Personnel, and Key lnformants. At the conclusion of this
chapter, the findings from these three groups will be compared.

Thirty nine questionnaires were sent to St. Pau! School Social Workers
on November 11, 1995. Twenty seven were returned for a 69o/o response

rate. Ten questionnaires were sent to St.
November 11,

Paul Area Shelter Directors on

1995. Eight were returned for an 8oo/o response rate. Six Key

lnformant consent form cover letters and consent forms were sent on
November 14, 1995. Three were returned for a 50% response rate and all

three were interviewed.

School Social Workers
Description of ReJpqndenls
Table 2 Decision to Pa.rticipale and Type of School Served

Subject Participation

Respondents
Non Respondents

School Type Served
Magnet
1 1 (41o/ol

Neighborhood

3

4

1

0 (37

4L

o/ol

Both

6
5

(2 2o/ol

Of the respondents, eleven (41o/o) served students in

a magnet school,

ten (377o) served children in a neighborhood school, and six (22olo) served
children in both types of schools. School social workers may serve children in
more than one building in St. Paul. There were four magnet schools and four

elementary schools not represented in this study. The schools that were
represented ranged in size from those serving 250-300 children to those

serving

1

OOO-1 2OO

students.

When the researcher anticipated that the school type served by the
respondent might influence responses to given questions data were analyzed
using this variable.

Survey Results

Table

3

School Social Wg.rkers Knowledge of Student's Shelter Residency

n:27
Response
Yes
Sometimes
No

Number of
Respondents
3 (1 1%)

13 (48%l
1 1 (41o/ol

Respondents were asked if they knew when a child enrolled at their

school was residing in a homeless shelter. Of the twenty seven respondents,
three (11o/o) said "yes", 13 (48olo) said "sometimes", and I 1 (40%) said
no
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Respondents who answered "no" were directed to return the survey
because they had completed

it.

One of these respondents chose

to continue,

however, given this person's previous experience in another school in this
district.
Table 4 Relationship Belween Schggl Social Worke-rs K-nowled-ge of Student's
Shelter Residency ansf the Typp of ..S-ghoql Segved. by-Fespondgnts

n=27
Response-

School Type Served - Number of Responses

Knows of
Student Shelter
Residency

Magnet

f
Yes
Sometimes
No

1

6

4

Neighborhood

t

o/o

I

5

10
50

4

40

1

55
36

o/o

Both

f

o/o

1

17

2
3

33
50

This bivariate analysis yielded information indicating that there is almost
no difference between the social workers serving magnet schools, and those
serving neighborhood schools in their knowledge of whether students enrolled
in their schools are residing in shelters. More people in each school

type report

not knowing or spmetiffres knowing this information than those who know.
The highest percentage (50o/ol oI school social workers reporting that they do

not know if a child enrolled in their school(s) is residing in a homeless shelter
were social workers serving both types of schools. Forty percent of those
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serving neighborhood schools and :i6o/o of those serving magnet schools do not

know if a child enrolled in their school is residing in a shelter.
Of the respondents who answered "no" to this question, five provided

qualitative responses in explanation. One respondent writ€s, "l have several
students who are homeless but not in a shelter. The District homeless program
does not provide any services to these children. The families seem to move
back and forth between the homes of friends and family - this is very disruptive

for the children. They cannot complete their homework, they are usually
unclean and hungry, and their attendance is poor,..."

A second respondent writes, "l usually find out they are in a homeless
shelter after they have been sent to the principals office or suspended. I also
may find out when the school cannot [reach] the parents. lwould like to find

out at the time of enrollment and am working with the principal and secretary

to begin informing me immediately.

"

A third indicated that there are students in her school who are believed

to be homeless because they stay with friends and relatives but they do not
inform the school staff that they are homeless.
The fourth respondent indicates that she is not formally notified if

a

student is in a shelter but may learn through "hear-say". Further the
respondent reports that "the child rarely comes to school from the shelter"
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(and) "the shelter can't give out information that would help us make these
arrangements. "

Table 5 Barriers to School Enrollment a$Jerceived by School Social Workers
(All barriers identified in ordgr of .frequency cited)

n:

17 (multiple responses allowed)

Enrollment Barrier Cited

Number of
Respondents

1. Lack of trans rtation from the shelter to the school
2. Difficulty in acquiring school records from the child's

11

previous schools
3. Lack of contact with shelter personnel
4. Absence of parent/guardian
5. Difficulty in
u iring child's immunization records
6. Parents do not
to enroll children in school
7. Lack of permanent address
8. Difficulty in acquiring child's birth certificate
9. Lack of communication between reassignment office and
school
10. Likelihood of another move
1 1 . Difficulty making friends
12. Limited parent contact with school
13. Parental fear of domestic violence victim
1 4. Parental fear that county tchild Protective Services) may
decide shelter is not a ood environment for a child
15. Lack of basic needs (clothin g, shoes, school supplies)

10
10

I
I
8
7
2
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

The respondents were asked to report all potential barriers to

enrollment in the school(s) that they serve by reviewing a list of barriers
identified in the researcher's review of the literature (items 1-8 on Table

E).

The circled all barriers that apply in their school(s) from that list, and were
asked to identify other barriers which they had observed (items 9-15 in Table
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5) but which did not surface in the review of the literature. The three most
frequently cited barriers (in order) were: Lack of transportation from the
shelter to the school (1 1); difficulty in acquiring school records from child's
previous school

(10); and lack of contact with shelter personnel {10).

Comments (narrative) were provided about two barriers to enrollment:
lack of transportation and difficulty acquiring school records. Regarding

transportation, one respondent notes, "Because our school is a magnet the
transportation problem is not the issue as (it is) with home (neighborhood)
schools. "

Concerning school records, one respondent notes, "Child's school
records and special education needs are a big problem. We don't know
enough about the kids when we get

them." Another respondent reports,

"When a child has special education recorcis we often can't locate the
records. "
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Table

6

Sch.ool Social Workers' Ranking of Barriers to School-Enrollment

n-17
Ranki ng
2

3

5

1

1

4

2
3

Enrollment Barrier
1

1. Parents do not attempt to enroll child(ren) in school
2. Lack of transportation from the shelter to the school
3. Difficulty in acquiring school records from child's
previous schools
4. Absence of a parent/guardian
5. Lack of contact with shelter personnel
6. Lack of a permanent address
7. Likelihood of another move
8. Difficulty in acquiring child's immunization records
9. Difficulty (for child) in making friends
10. Lack of communication between the reassignment
(placement) office and the school secretary
1 1 . Limited parent contact with the school
12. lnconsistent attendance due to farnily being in crisis
13. No response

3
2

3

1

4

1

2
2
?

2

1
1

2

2

1
1

1
1
1

1

Respondents were asked to rank "1,2,3" the barriers which they had

identified in Table 5 with "1" being the most important barrier to school

enrollment. Barriers to school enrollment ranked "1 " most frequently were:
1. Parents do not attempt to enroll their child(ren) in school (5); 2. Lack of
transportation from the shelter to the school

(4);

and 3. Difficulty in acquiring

school records from the child's previous school (3).

4'1

Table

7 School Social Workers' Ranking of the Mog[ Ir,nportant

School

Enrollmen-t, Ba-rrier by School Type of Respondents
(Barrier tanked one most often by school type)

n=7
Most lmportant Enrollment

School Type Served by
Respondents
M agnet

n-11
Neighborhood

n:10

Both (Respondents
serve both school types)

n:6

Barrier
parents do not attempt to
enroll child in school
lack of transportation from
the shelter to the school
parents do not attempt to
enroll child in school

Number of
Respondents
3111

2t10
2t6

Data were analyzed using the variables "Enrollment barrier ranked ulun
and "school type of respondent" and differences were presented in Table 7.

The barriers to enrollment ranked "'l " most frequently within each school type
is reported here. The most important barrier to school enrollment as reported
by respondents serving magnet schools is that parents do not attempt to
enroll child(ren) in school (3

of 1 1). Respondents serving neighborhood

schools report lack of transportation from the shelter to the school is the most

important barrier (2 of

1

0).

Respondents serving both school types reported

the barrier "parents do not attempt to enroll child in school" as most
important (2 of 6).
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Table 8 School Social Workers' Suggestions for Addressing the Barriers -to
Schoql Enrollment

n: 17 Multiple responses allowed
Suggestion
lmproved tran ortation services
More communication with the shelter staff
M ore ra id transfer of school records
The new structured {Title One) program to assist
children who are homeless
Liaisons between schools and shelters
Advocacy/education
shelter staff for parents
lncreased awareness of the concerns of children
who are homeless
Allow/plan for the child to remain in the same
(original) school
Mand atory shelter policy that children in shelter
attend school
M ore communication between school and SppS
student assi nment office
Better rel ationship between school staff and
parents so continued attendance can occur
No re onse

Number of Respondents

I
I

4
2

2
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

School social workers were asked to provide suggestions for addressing

the enrollment barriers which they had ranked 'l st, 2nd, and

3rd.

Upon

analysis of responses, it was noted that each participant's responses did not

often correspond directly to the barriers they had ranked (ie. no one
suggested "for barrier ranked one we could do this, for barrier ranked two we
could do that,"

etc.) All responses were reported in Table

I

by frequency

after content analysis and clustering by response type were done.
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The most frequently cited suggestions for addressing barriers to
enrollment were: lmproved transportation services (8 of 17), more
communication with shelter staff (8 of 171, more rapid transfer of records (4

of 17), and continuing the new SPPS program for students from shelters (3 of
17).
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Table I Barriers to School Success as Perceived by School Social Workers
(all barriers i-dentified in order of frequency citedl
n

:

'l

7 (allowed multiple responses)

Barrier Cited
1 . Repeated school transfers of the child
2. Lack of parental involvement in their child's
educationa
3. Child's absenteeism after enrollment
4. Lack of transportation from the shelter to the
school
5. Difficulty in providing the homeless child with
the same services provided to other students (ie.
meals, services for gifted/talented, specia!
education, and testing/assessment for services
6. Lack of contact with shelter personnel
7. Lack of a quiet consistent place to stud v
8. Stigmatization of the child due to his/her
homelessness
9. Lack of health care or illness of child
10. Lack of clothing
1 1 . Lack of food
1 2. Difficulty i n mainstreaming the child
13. Lack of records
1 4. Parents' lack of knowledge of special
education services previously provided
15. Some of these children do not become
connected to any school and do not become
invested in their education
16. Very low self-esteem
17. Lack of family experiences that other kids
have

a

Number of Respondents
14

13'
12

I
8

7
o

4
3
3
2
1
1
1

1

1
1

One respondent reports that lack of parental involvement is "a common
problem with majority of the parents, not only homeless ones."
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The respondents were asked to report all potential barriers to school
success in the schools that they serve, by reviewing a list of barriers

identified in the review of the literature (items 1-12 above plus "lack of school
supplies"). They circled all barriers that apply in their schools from that list
and were asked to identify other barriers which they had observed (items 1 3-

17 Table 1.9) but which did not surface in the researcher's review of the
literature.
The four barriers cited most frequently were: repeated school transfers

of the child (n - 14); lack of parental involvement in their child's education

(n:13); child's

absenteeism after enrollment (n -121; and lack of

transportation f rom the shelter to the school (n : 9).
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Table 1O School Social Workers' Ranking of Barriers to School SuLcess

n: 17
Success Barrier

1. Repeated school transfers of the child
2. Difficulty in providing the homeless child with
the same services that are provided to other
students
3. Lack of parental involvement in their child's
education
4. Lack of contact with shelter personnel
5. Child's absenteeism after enrollment
6. Lack of transportation from the shelter to the
school
7. Lack of a quiet, consistent place to study
8. Difficulty in mainstreaming the child
9. Stigmatization of the child due to his/her
homelessness

1

Ranking
2

5

5

3
2

3

4

1

1

1

3
3

4
2

1

1

4

2

2
1

1
1

Respondents were asked to rank "1,2,3" the barriers which they had

identified in Table 1.9 with "1" being the most important barrier to school
SUCCESS.

Barriers to school success ranked

Repeated school transfers of the

"1" most frequently were: 1.

child; 2. Difficulty in providing the homeless

child with the same services that are provided to other students (ex. meal
programs, services for gifted and talented, special education, and

testing/assessment for services); and 3. Lack of parental involvement in their
child's education.
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Table 1 1 School Social Wp,rkers' Perception of the.Most lmportant School
Success Barrier by School Type-of Respondent

n=9
School Type Served by
Respondents
Magnet

Neighborhood
Both

Barrier Ranked 1 Most
F
uently
Difficulty in providing
homeless child with the
same services provided
to other children.
Repeated school
transfers of the child
Repeated transfers of
the child
Repeated transfers of
the child

Difficulty in providing
the homeless child with
the same services

Number of Respondents
2

2
2
1

1

provided to other
children
Lack of parental
involvement in the
child's education
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1

Table 12 School Social Wgrkers' Suggestions for Addressing the Barriers to
School Success

n: 1 7 (allowed multiple responses)
Suggestion
Reduce school transfers of children who are homeless
More communication with the shelter
More rapid transfer of records
Provide transportation between the shelter and the
school
More communication with parents
Allow school personnel to transport student and parent
Assign an advocate to parents that will help assure
parental involvement
Educate parents and improve how children are enrolled
SPPS social worker work with shelter and families to
provide a study place and homework/study skills tutor
(could be volunteer)
Assi n school social workers as shelter liaisons
Develop school policy that will ensure confidentiality but
allow communication between school and shelter
regarding school concerns

Number of Respondents
4
4
.1

2
2
1
1

1
1

1
1

School social workers were asked to provide suggestions for addressing

the school success barriers which they had ranked 'l st, 2nd, and 3rd. Upon
analysis

it was noted that each participant's responses did not correspond

directly to the barriers they had ranked. All responses were reported in Table
12 by frequency and clustering was done where feasible.
The most frequently cited suggestions for addressing barriers to school
success were: reducing school transfers

(n:4), more communication with the

shelter (n -4), more rapid transfer of records (n - 3), providing transportation
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between the shelter and the school

(n:2), and more communication

with

parents (n - 2).
Six survey questions were used to examine how family transiency

affects children's school placement. The first three questions asked social
workers to identify what occurred in 1994/95 when a child enrolled in their
school entered a shelter: what percentage of these children !'emained in the-ir
school of origin, what percentage transferred to another school, and what
percentage stopped attending school. The fourth through sixth question in

this series asked social workers to identify what occurred in 1994/95 when

a

child enrolled in their school moved from (left) a shelter. The overwhelming
majority of respondents answered "don't know" to this series of questions.
Table 13 School Social Workers' Percepfions of Whether or No-t the St.
School District Has a.f-ormalized Proce-dure For EnJolling Child.r.-en From
Sh-ellers in School

P.aul

n:17
Hesponse
Yes
No

It varies from school to school
Don't Know
No response

Number of Respondents
4
3
7
3

Respondents were asked if there is a formalized procedure within their

school district for enrolling in school children from shelters. Most did not
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know (7) or gave no response (3). Those who did feel they knew were
divided between affirming that a procedure for these students exists (4) and
negating that one exists

(3).

Comments of respondents were clustered by

rgsponse category ("yes", "no", "don't know" and "no response") arg noted
below:

Comments from responde,nt$_who answered "yes":

"They go through student placement. Often times magnet schools have
waiting lists and homeless students would not be able to access (them) as
readily as a neighborhood school."

"l think there is a policy but I don't know details."
"They are admittedienrolled and dealt with as any other child."
Comments from respo_ndents who answered "no":

"The same procedures are followed for all students enrolling."
(^nrrrrtranfe

fr^

rocnnnrlarrfe

rarhn artcr^raraA

tt rlnn't

lrnnrnr "

.

"ln our school, the teacher is primarily responsible for sharing procedure (etc.)
with any new arrival."
"We may have a new process with the addition of staff in the District
including one of our school social workers."
f^nrnr-.orrfe

#ra

racnnnr{antc

rlr}rn

calonfar{

" rtrr rachrlhea".

"As far as I understand it's being developed this year."
"We would know of a child enrolled in our school who goes to a shelter only
if parent or shelter gives us the temporary change (of address). "
"Same as other children but (attention is paid to) detail (about) bussing and
identification of shelter contact persotr;"

Across all response categories, there were reports that the process for
enrolling children from shelters is the same as for any other student.

Table 14 School,Social Workers' Perceptions of Who lnitiates Contact
Between the School and the Shelter When a Child F:om a Shelter Arrives at
the Respondent's School
n=

17 (allowed multiple responses)

Response
Shelter Director
Other Shelter Personnel
School Counselor
School Social Worker
School Administrator
Teacher
Parent
Other

It varies
Don't Know

Number of Respondents
3
1

6

4
6

4

School Secretary - 3
Transportation Aid -

1

5

4

Respondents were asked to identify the title(s) of the person(s)
responsible for initiating contact between the school and the shelter when

a

child from a shelter arrived at their school. The responses, which varied, are
noted in Table

14.

Respondents also provided comments, noted below:

"No one does to my knowledge. (There is) no formal system established."
"Only as need arose with child (then) school social worker and teacher
contacted staff at the shelter. (This) was not an easy process. There was
not a continuing dialogue or communication."
"Sometimes the school social worker, counselor, or principal depending on
who the student is, how busy people are, etc.."
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"lt varies, but usually it is the school. Rarely have lheard from any shelter
staff. "

"lt varies, particularly when the school social worker is already involved with
the family."
"On rare oecasions for some shelters, shelter personnel accompany parents,
This year a school person facilitates issues with shelters and schools - very
helpf ul. "

"Usually school social worker is contacted or pursues it."
Table

15

Schoo! $ocial Workers' Perceptions of Whether or Not There is
Person D..esignated to Assist as Needed and Help With Sch.pql Adius,tment
F-pr Children Residing in a Shelter and Enrplled in Their School

a

n=17
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
No Response

Number of Respondents
11

3
1

2

Respondents were asked if, for children residing in a shelter and
enrolled in their school, there is a designated person who helps children adjust

to school and is available to the child as needed. The majorlty (1 1) could
identify such a person as noted in Table 15.
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Table 1 6 School Social Workers' Identification of the Designat-ed.Contact
PersonGl Responsible to Assist Children From Shelters Enro.[ed jn Their
Schools

n= 1 1 (allowed multiple responses)
Number of Respondents

Response
School Administrator
Guidance Counselor
School Social Worker
Classroom Teacher
Other:
Home School Liaison
School Secretary
No Response

1

3

10
4
3

2
1
1

The respondents who indicated (as noted in Table 15) that there is

a

designated contact person for students residing in shelters enrolled in their

schools were asked to identify the position (title) of that person. The results,

which varied, are identified in Table 16.
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Table 17 School Social Workers' Perceptions of the -$pflcific Assistance
Provided b.y the Designated Contact Person(s) to the Ch-ildren From Homeless
Shelters
n

:

1

1 (allowed multiple responses)

Response
Provide support
Request records from child's previous school
Contact/provide consultation regarding referrals for

child/family to shelter staff
Contact/provide resources and referrals to parent/family
Enroll student
Arran ge transportation
Monitor attendance
Provide mittens, hats, coats
Provide school supplies
Provide counseling
Provide special education services where indicated
Whatever is needed
No assistance has been given due to lack of knowledge
of which children are homeless in the school
No Response

Number of Respondents
6

4
4
3
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

Respondents who identified a contact person (as noted in Table 1 6)

were asked to describe the specific assistance provided by designated contact
persons to children from homeless shelters. The results are noted in Table

17.
Respondents were asked to list what,

if any, services are needed to

improve the educational experiences of elementary school age children who
are homeless. The responses, which varied, are presented in Table 18.

5l_

Table 18 School Social Workers' Suggestions for Additional Services Needed
lmpfpve thq Educationa! Experiences of Elementary School-Aged Children
Who are Homeles-s

tG),

n:17

(multiple responses allowed)

Suggested Service/Policy
No Response
School district policy allowing child
to stay in school of origin
Formal established communication
system
Counseling/support for child
Tutoring for child
Social skills/friendship groups for
child
Structured program specifically for
children who are homeless
Administration supportive of program
specifically for children who are
homeless
Small group instruction
Behavior programs
More consistent transportation
Health screening that is rnore
comprehensive than what schools
can provide
A place to study that is supervised
by adults
lncreased awareness of school staff
regarding children who are homeless
Greater willingness of school staff to
work with families
Case management of children who
are homeless
More rapid assessment if indicated
Parent education classes
Strong neighborhood schools
After school recreational activities for
children

Number of Respondents
4
2
2
2
2
2
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

OZ

Table 19 S_qhool So-cial.W-orlEersl Pe.rceptions of the Coordination Between
the St. Paul Schoo! District and Local Ho-m-eless $helters R.egarding the
Education of Children Who are Homeless

n=17
Response
No Coordination before this year new program will improve
coordination
Don't Know
No Coordination
School Social Work Program exists to
coordinate service
We get a call about child, set up the
bus. Their education depends on
what we know of their needs,
No Response

Number of Respondents
7

4
2
1

1

2

Respondents were asked to describe the nature of the coordination

between the St. Paul School District and local homeless shelters regarding the
education of children who are homeless. Their responses were content
analyzed, clustered, and are presented in Table

19.

Seven respondents

indicated that there was no coordination before this year, two others indicate

that their is no coordination, and four reported that they don't know the
nature of the coordination between the District and the shelters.
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Table 2O School Social Worler_s' Perceptions of How Parents of Ghildren
Who are Homeless Learn About the Educational Bights of Their Ghildren

n=17
Number of
Respondents

Response

Through special education (child study team, Parents Rights
and Procedural Safeguards Pamphlet
2
Through the Student Placement Office
Only though a separate program within the St. Paul Schools
1
designed to serve the homeless
Unless they contact the Principal or School Social Worker
1
person
directly, the School Secretary is the
who is supposed
to hand out the student manual.
Registration time at the school office
1
packet
provided
With the enrollment
1
to all new students
Through teachers or administrators
1
Sometimes through the parent resource coordinator in the
1
building
Hopefully this information will be more available at the
1
shelter - school people do not always know a family is in a
shelter...
Conferences with shelter advocates, conferences with school 1
social workers, conferences with teachers, mailings, and
students rights brochure
I don't think they do
1
No Response
3
Respondents were asked how parents of children who are homeless
Iearn about the educational rights of their children. The results, which varied,

are presented in Table

20.

the Stewart B. McKinney

No mention was made of the rights afforded by

Act. Rather, rights of all students

(in the student

manual) and of special education students (through oral and written District
personnel notification to parents) are noted.
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Table 21 S_chop!_-S-ocial Workert lnt-q,regt in Training Concerning the
Education of Children Who are Homeless

n:17
Response

Continuing inservices (what works and doesn't
work with the new project of SPPS, workshops
several times a year for those who may miss the
only one give that year, comprehensive workshops
on homelessness and educating children who are
homeless, ongoing communication
We need to address this jointly with shelters and
need more information from them
What specific responsibilities do we have to this
group of students?
Whether automatic intervention such as inclusion in
a "new students group" would be helpful or harmful
(stigmatizing)
I have good educational opportunities
No Response

Number of Responses
4

2
1

1

1

I

Respondents were asked what, if any, training opportunities/topics they

would like to have afforded to District Social Workers concerning the
education of children who are homeless. The responses are presented in
Table 21

.

Additional Remarks of School Social Workers
Respondents were given the opportunity at the end of the survey to
provide additional remarks. Their comments follow:

Title One Program lnitiative:
"New program is very helpful. This is an essential link if we are to provide for
these students. "
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School Secretaries and Communication/Shelter Policies and Communication:
"The key to any school are the secretaries, any training or any general
information that can be shared by shelter personnel regarding conflict that
homeless families confront with schools should include secretaries as part of
their audience. Personally, as a School Social Worker, my feelings are that
shelter personnel have to review their policies on what, if any, contact they
can have with school social workers. Currently, there is zero."
How one school social worker learns of a child's shelter stay:

"l work in magnet schools in which, because of waiting lists or the nature of
the school, the homeless population rarely are placed. Occasionally a family
will enter a shelter after the child has already enrolled. lf the teacher
becomes aware or if there is an attendance issue, lwill be notified.
Otherwise I may never hear of the situation. lthink you will get more
information from neighborhood schools where they receive kids from the
shelters more often."
School social worker's role relative to children in shelters:

"l've realized that in both of my schools there is a definite lack of
communication between the office and myself regarding shelter students;
however, I question if it is necessary for me to know about every shelter
student. lt would be nice to provide them with some extra support and TLC."
"Your survey has made me think more about how we serve these children.
do think we need to initiate contact more aggressively with shelters. We
should be reaching out more to their parents."
Barriers can be addressed:

"Thank you for the concern regarding homeless childrens' physical and
educational needs. They need and deserve these services if we truly believe
that our children are our Country's future. The barriers could be addressed
and removed with time and effort directed at them."
No response:
No response was given by 1O respondents.
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Shelter Personnel
Description of Respondgnts
Of the total of 8 respondents from "shelters", three responses were from
emergency shelter, three from transitional housing, and

two from facilities for

battered women. The responses from all facilities were categorized by

"administration" or "staff

":

Of the eight responses, five (63%) were from

administrators (titled manager, director, or executive director), and three (37%)
were from staff.

The number

of

children (kindergarten through sixth grade) living

in

facilities of the respondents at the time of the survey ranged from 0 to 55 (with

two missing responses for this question).
Survey Results
Table

22

Shelter Position by Jype of Facility

n:8
Shelter Position

Administration
Staff

Type of Shelter Facility Served
Emergency
Transitional
Battered
Shelter
Housing
Women's Shelter
3

1

1

2

1

Respondents were asked if they know when a child residing in their
shetter is enrolled at a school in their

district. All eight responded "yes".

bt

Table

23

Eqtimaled Pistribution of Resident Children by Type of School

n:8
Category

Number of
Respondents Magnet

Number of
Respondents Neighborhood

o-25%

5

3

26-50

Number of
Respondents - Not in
school - 7o
7 estimate Oolo 1
estimate 10% 2
no estimate 4

2
2

51 -75

76-100
Don't Know
No Response

2
1
1

1

Respondents were asked what percentage of the elementary school

children living in their shelter attend a magnet school, neighborhood school, or
are not in school. Their responses are reported in Table 23.

Shelter personnel were asked how many children from their shelter
attended elementary school since the beginning of the 1995/1 996 school

year. The range of responses was 1-100 from four respondents.

(Four

"missing data" included the following responses: "not applicable", " all" ,

"don't know", and "no response".) The total number of children attending
schools from the four shelters reporting was

187, The total is not considered

an unduplicated count because families may have moved from one shelter to

another in that time.
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Table 24 Barriers to School Enrollment as P-erceiv-e-d by Shelter Personnel
(All barriers identified in order of frequency cited)

n:8

(multiple responses allowed)

Enrollment Barrier Cited
1

Number of
Respondents

. Difficulty in acquiring school records f rom the child's

previous school
2. Difficulty in acquiring child's immunization record
3. Difficulty in acquiring child's birth certificate
4. Parents do not attempt to enroll children in school
5. Lack of transportation frorn the shelter to the school
6. Lack of contact with school personnel
7. Absence of parent/guardian
8. Lack of permanent address
9. Not having enough magnet school space openings
1O. Lack of sensitivity of school personnel to homeless
needs/issues
1 1. School is full in our district
12. Fear of child protection taking children due to new
laws
1 3. Parent's and Child's shame

6

4
3
?

2
2
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

The respondents were asked to report all barriers to school enrollment
by reviewing a list of barriers identified in the researcher's review of the
literature (items 1-8 on Table 24)
They circled all barriers that apply in the St. Paul School District from

that list and were asked to identify other barriers which they had observed
(items 9-13 on Table 241 but which did not surface in the review of the

literature. The barriers that they reported were listed in Table 24 according to
the frequency with which each was reported. The three most frequently cited
barriers (in order) were: difficulty in acquiring school records from child's
59

previous school (n -

6); difficulty in acquiring child's immunization records

-4); and difficulty in acquiring child's birth certificate (n - 3).
Table 25 Shelter Personnel Ranking of Barriers to School Enrollment
(n

n=8
Enrollment Barrier

. Difficulty in acquiring school
records from child's previous schools
2. Difficulty in acquiring a child's
1

immunization records
3. Lack of transportation from the
shelter to the school
4. Parents do not attempt to enroll
child(ren) in school
5. Lack of permanent address
6. Not having enough magnet school
space openings
7. Difficulty in acquiring a child's
birth certificate
8. Lack of contact with school

1

Ranking
2

3

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1
1

2

1

2

personnel
9. Lack of sensitivity of school
personnel to homeless needs/issues
No Response

1

2

Respondents were asked to rank

'1,2,3" the barriers which they had

identified in Table 24 with "'l " being the "most significant barrier to school

enrollment." The most significant barrier to school enrollment was "difficulty
in acquiring school records from a child's previous school (n - 3)" foltowed by

"difficulty in acquiring a child's "immunization records" and "lack of
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transportation from the shelter to the school" both of which received one
ranking of

"1"

and one ranking of "2".

The researcher analyzed the ranking of barriers to enrollment by
personnel category (administration/staff) and found no important differences

between the two groups.
Table 26 S-helter-Pers-onnel Suggestions for Addressing the Barriers to
School Enrollment

n=8
Suggestion
More magnet school placements to
keep children in the same school
after they move to a new address
School district sensitivity to needs of
homeless children
lnservice for school personnel
Easier access to school record
All doctors have one central
immunization connection for each
state
Educate (all) parents on the
importance of education...
No response

Number of Responses
1

1

1
1
1

1

2

The respondents were asked what is needed to address the barriers

they ranked 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in Table 25. Their responses, which varied, are
presented in Table 26.
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Table 27 B-arrier,s to School Success as Perceived by Shelter Personnel
(All barriers id-entifled.in grder of frequency citedl
n

:8

(multiple responses allowed)
Number of Respondents

Barrier Cited
1 . Lack of parental involvement in
their child's education
2. Repeated school transfers of the
child
3. Stigmatization of the child due to
his/her homelessness
4. Child's absenteeism after
enrollment
5. Lack of a quiet, consistent place
to study
6. Difficulty in providing the
homeless child with the same
services provided to other students
(ie. meals, services for
gifted/talented, special education,
and testing/assessment for services
7. Difficulty in mainstreaming the
child
8. Lack of clothing
9. lnconsistent life style, constant
disruption of homelife, need to
survive causes lack of ability to
concentrate
1O. Children of color face a lot of
discrimination in suburban schools.
Many of the homeless are people of
color

7

6
6
5

4
3

2
1

1

1

The respondents were asked to report all barriers to school success by

reviewing a list of barriers identified in the researcher's review of the literature

(items 1-8 in Table 27) plus "lack of contact with school personnel, lack of
transportation from the shelter to the school, Iack of school supplies, Iack of
F,n

tz

food, lack of health care or illness of child." They circled all barriers that
apply in the St. Paul School District from that list and were asked to identify
other barriers which they had observed (items g and 10 on Table 27) but

which did not surface in the review of the literature. The barriers that they
reported were listed in Table 27 according to the frequency with which each

was reported. The three most frequently cited barriers to school success
cited were (in order): lack of parental involvement in their child's education
(n

- 7); repeated

school transfers of the child (n -

6);

and stigmatization of

the child due to his/her homelessness (n - 6).
Table

28 Shelter

Personnel Ranki.ng of Barriers to School Suqcess

n:8
School Success Barrier
1 . Lack of parental involvement in
their child's education
2. Repeated school transfers of the
child
3, Stigmatization of the child due to
his or her homelessness
4. Difficulty in providing the
homeless child with the same
services that are provided to other
students
5. Child's absenteeism after
enrollment
6. Difficulty in mainstreaming the
child
7. Lack of a quiet, consistent place
to study

Ranking

4
2

1

2

2

1

1

3
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1

3

1

1

1

1

Respondents were asked to rank

'1,2,3" the barriers to school success

which they had identified in Table 27 with '1'- being the most significant
barrier to school success. Significant barriers to school success were (in

order): lack of parental involvement in the child's education (4); repeated
school transfers of the child

(2);

and stigmatization of the child due to his/her

homelessness (2) as presented in Table 28.

Tahle 29 $helter Personnel Suggestiotrs for Addressing the Barriers to
School Success
n

:8

(multiple responses allowed)

Suggestion
Ed ucate/encourage/support parents
Educate/improve sensitivity of school
staff (specifically concerning
homeles sness and racial diversity)
Educate other students about racial
diversity and homelessness
(Provide) a quiet, consistent place to
study
Address repeated school transfers
Examine reasons for homelessness
and develop active programs (ex.
violence in the home)

Number of Respondents
4
3

1

1

1
1

The respondents were asked what is needed to address the barriers

they ranked 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in Table 2.4. Their responses, which were
content analyzed and clustered by the researcher t are presented in Table 2.8.
Important findings include empowering (educate/encourage/support) parents

(n:4)

and educating school staff (n - 3).
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30 Shelter Personnel Perceptions of Whether or Not the St. Paul
Seheql. Dis.tl,ielH-a-g a Formalized Procedure For Enrolling Children From
Homeless Shelters in School

Table

n:8
Number of Respondents

Response
Yes

3

No

It varies from school to school within
our district
Don't know

2
3

Respondents were asked if there is a formalized procedure within their
school district for enrolling in school children from shelters. Three responded

"yes", two said "it varies", and three responded that they "don't know".
Additional comments of respondents were clustered by response category

("yes", "it varies") and are noted below:
Comments from respondent$ .V{ho answered "yes":

"We now have a Title One teacher who walks the parent through enrolling
procedures and other barriers. "
"Home school liaisons are instrumental in enrolling students in schoot."
C-nrnrnant frn

rcqnnnrlcnf

rnrhn ArrclnrEr

"if rrariec

"As of this year a greater effort has been made to serve children in homeless
shelters especially in response to Title One eligible students. "
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Table 31 Shelter Personnel Perceptions of Who lniliates Contact Between the
Schoo! and the Shelter When a Child Arrives at.Their Shelter
n=

I

(allowed multiple responses)

Response
Other Shelter Personnel

Number of Respondents
4
Youth Advocates - 1
Case Manager - 1
Children's Program Staff No Title Listed - 1

Parent
Other

3
2

It varies

1

Title One Teacher - 1
Home School Liaison -

1

1

Respondents were asked to identify the title(s) of the person(s)
responsible for initiating contact between the school and the shelter when

a

child arrived at their shelter. The responses, which varied, are noted in Table
31.
Table 32 Shelter Pqrsonnel Perceptions of Whether or Not There is a.Person
Designated to Assist as Needed and Help With -school Adiustment
For children Residing in Their Shelter and Enrolled in School

n:8
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
No Response

Number of Respondents
5
1

2
2

Respondents were asked if for children residing in their shelter and
enrolled in school, there is a designated contact person who helps children
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adjust to school and is available to the child as needed. The majority (5)
could identify such a person as noted in Table 32.
Table 33 $helter Personnel ldentification of the Designated
Gontael Person(sl Responsible to Asqist C-hildren From Their Shelter(sl
Enrolle.d in Schools

n:5
Response
School Administrator
Guidance Counselor
School Socia! Worker
Classroom Teacher
Other:

Number of Ftespondents

5

"all of above" - 'l
(Shelter) Youth Advocate - 1
(Shelter) Children's Advocate -

1

(School) Home School Liaison and
Enrichment Teacher - 1
(School) Title One Teacher - 1

The respondents who indicated (as noted in Tabre 31 ) that there is

a

designated contact person for students residing in their shelter(s) are enrolled
in their schools were asked to identify the position (title) of that person. The

results, which varied, are identified in Table 33.
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Table 34 Shelter Personnel Perceptions of the Specific Assistance Provided
bv the Desionated Contact Person(sl to the Children From Homeless Shelters

n=5
Number of Respondents

Response

-Children's advocate (shelter staff)

help women through
the entire process of getting children either transferred
of getting the child to the current school
Title One Teacher helps with anything the child needs
Home Schoo! Liaisons (school staff) informally interview
students regarding school issues and intervene when
needed
Enrichment Teachers (school staff) help with homework
and provide enrichment activities
Youth Advocate (shelter staff) takes child to school
after registration (of child) by advocate and introduces
to teacher and office staff at school

1

1
1

1

1

Flespondents who identified a contact person (as noted in Table 33)

were asked to describe the specific assistance provided by designated contact
persons to children from homeless shelters. The results are noted in Table

34.
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Table 35 Shelter Pers-gnnel Suggestions for Additional Servic-es Needed to
lnnprove the Educalional Experiences of Elementary School-Aged Children
Whe_ar-e Homeless

n:8
Suggested Service/Po! icy
Counseling/support for child
Work with parent
School Staff/Teacher lnservices
regarding children who are homeless
No Response
"More available advocacy in schools"
Culturally specific programming

Number of Respondents
J
2
2

2
1
1

Respondents were asked to list what, if any, services are needed to
improve the educational experiences of elementary school age children who
are homeless. The responses, which varied, are presented in Table 35.
Table 36 Shelter Personnel Perceptions of the Coordination Between the S!-.
Paul Schoo! District and Local Hgmeless Shelters Regarding the Education of
Children Whq Are Hqmeless

n:8
Response

No Coordination before this year district has new program to serve
children who are homeless
Don't Know
No Response

Number of Respondents
4

2
2

Respondents were asked to describe the nature of the coordination

between the St. Paul School District and local homeless shelters regarding the
education of children who are homeless. Their responses were content
analyzed, clustered, and presented in Table
79

36.

Four respondents indicated

that there was no coordination before this year, but that the district has

a

new program to serve children who are homeless, two others indicated that
there is no coordination, and two gave no response. Two comments were
provided as follows:

"Until Title One Teacher we had no support whatsoever. "
"Presently there is an effort to serve the child needing added help; busses are
provided (and) a teacher works with parent child at the shelter. "
Table 37 Shelter Personnel Perceptions of How Parents of Children Who are
Homeless-Learn About the,Edqcational Rights of Their Children

n:8
Response

Through shelter staff
. verbally
. from shelter directors and staff
. "\ /e need help"
Through Title One Staff
Through school officiials or social services agencies
No response

Number of
Respondents
4

2
1
1

Respondents were asked how parents of children who are homeless
learn about the educational rights of their children. The results, which varied,
are presented in Table 37.
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Table 38 Shelter..Persgnnel Description of Educational Services Provided by
Their Shelters

n:5 (multiple responses allowed)
Response

Number of Respondents

We provide advocacy
r to keep kids in school
. so they are processed quickly
We provide parent education
We provide referrals
No response (answered "yes" to
above but gave no description of
services

2

2
1
1

Shelter personnel were asked if any of their programs addressed the
educational needs of children who are homeless; Five (5) responded "yes",

two (2) responded "no", and one (1) gave no response. Those who
responded "yes" were asked to describe the services and their responses are
presented in table 38.
Table 39 Shelter Personnel lnterest in Training ConcerBing the Education of
Children Who ar-e Homeless

n-8
Response

Number of Responses

How does the school system workT/ What are the
educational opportunities for homeless children?
U nderstandi ng/serving homeless children
Servin homeless parents
Cultural diversity/sensit
Any available training
No Response

2
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2
1
1
1

2

Respondents were asked what, if any, training opportunities/topics they

would like to have afforded to Shelter Personnel concerning the education of
children who are homeless. The responses are presented in Table

39.

There

were two comments as follows:

"Who are the contacts for us? We can't do everything."

"lt would be nice if there were more collaboration with school employees

and

shelter staff . "
Shelter personnel were offered the opportunity to provide additional

comments concerning anything on the survey. No comments were provided.
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Key lnformants

Description of Respondents
The names of key informants (professionals hired by the District to
provide assistance to children in shelters) were provided by the School

District. Three of the six subjects invited to participate responded. ln the
interest of protecting their anonymity, no further information concerning their

identity will be provided in this thesis.
ResUlts ,of lnterviews

Table 40 Key Informantq' Ranking of Barrlers !o School Enrollme.nl

n:3
Enrollment Barrier
1

1

. Not enough magnet schools/not

Ranking
2

J

1

1

1

1

3

enough space in magnets
2. Lack of transportation from the
shelter to the school/delays in
transportation
3. Stigmatization of children by staff
4. Hard to educate children who are
emotionally fragile
5. Teachers not knowing how long a
child will remain in their school

1

1

Respondents were asked to describe and rank the three most important
barriers to school enrollment for children from shelters. They all (n - 3)
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reported that not enough magnet schools or not enough space in magnet
schools was the most important barrier to school enrollment.

When asked what could be done to address the barrier of not enough
magnet schools or enough space in magnet schools respondents replied:
"Have more magnet schools with city wide bussing." (n -21

"lf a child is in a neighborhood or reassignment school (and becomes
homeless) provide continued bussing to that school." (n Table

41

1)

Key lnformant Ranking of Barriers to School Sttg-cess

n:3
Success Barrier
1

. Repeated school transfers of child
2. Stigmatization of children by
school staff
3. Children's skills are low. They
have had disrupted lives that don't
promote learning readiness.
4. Domestic violence/families on the
1

1

Ranking
2
2

3
1

1

1

1

run
5. Home factors such as drug and
alcohol abuse, lack of food and
clothing
6. No Response

1

1

Respondents were asked to describe and rank the three most important
barriers to school success for children from shelters. The results are reported
in Table

41. According to Key lnformants,

school success in order of importance

the most important barriers to

are: repeated school transfers of the

B4

child; stigmatization of the child by school staff; and that the children's skills
are low.
Table 42 Key lnformants' Perceptions_ of the Impact on Children of the Most
Significant School Success Barriers

n:3
Barrier to School Success
1 . School transfers

lmpact on Children
The child's social, emotiona!, and
educational stability are disrupted.
Leads to child not wanting to attend
and will impact their educational
concerns and cause them to be low

2. Stigmatization by school staff

achievers
They are behind academically. Most
are 1-2 years below grade level

3. Children's skills are Iow

The key informants were asked to describe the impact on children from
shelters of the barriers to school success which the key informants had
ranked

"1n. The results of this inquiry

are presented in Table 42.
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Table 43 Key Informants' Suggestions to Address the Most Significant
Barriers to Educational Success Which They ldentified

n-3
Barrier To School Success

Stigmatization by school staff

School transfers

Children's skills are low

Suggestion
Educate staff and teachers regarding
the children's needs and their
similarities with other students
SPPS have more city wide bussing,
have more affordable housing, have
services to help families locate
housing in their neighborhoods
Provide tutoring in the shelters as our
program does, children don't always
get the help (Title One services,
Reading Recovery) they need due to
their transient enrollment, a full time
person could coordinate volunteers to
follow a child into a new school (to
ensure that they get needed
services), have tutors in shelters
communicate with children's
classroom teachers

Respondents were asked for their suggestions to address the barriers

which they ranked as the most important and the results are presented in
Table 43.
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Areas of Agreement Between Participant Groups - School Social Workers and
Shelter Personnel
Table

44

Compa.rison pf..-Enro-llmenl-Earrier.Rankings by &lqpondent.Group
Barriers

to Enrollment

School Social
Workers n: 1 7
Ranking

. Parents do not attempt to enroll
child(ren) in school
2. Lack of transportation from the shelter
to the school
3. Difficulty in acquiring school records
from a child's previous school
4, Absence of parent/guardian
5. Lack of contact with shelter personne!/
1

school personnel
6. Lack of a permanent address
7 . Likelihood of another move
8. Difficulty in acquiring child's
immunization records
9. Difficulty (for child) in making friends
10. Lack of communication between the
reassignment (placement) office and the
school secretary
1 1 . Limited parent contact with the school
12. lnconsistent attendance due to family
being in crisis
13. Difficulty in acquiring a child's birth
certif icate
14. Not having enough magnet school
space openings
15. Lack of sensitivity of school personnel
to homeless needs/ issues
16. No Response

Shelter Personnel

n=8
Ranki ng

2

1

2

3

1

5

1

1

1

4

2

1

1

1

3

3

2

3

1

2

2

2
3

1

4

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

35% (6 of 17) of School Social Workers responding ranked 1st or 2nd
each of three barriers: Parents do not attempt to enroll children in school, lack
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3

2

of transportation from the shelter to the school, and difficulty in acquiring
school records from the child's previous schools. For Shelter Personnel, 507o
(4 of 8) respondents ranked either "1"

or'2*'datficulty in acquiring

school

records from the child's previous school." 25o/a (2 of 8) shelter personnel

ranked "1" or "2"'datficulty in acquiring a child's immunization records."
25o/o (2

of 8) shelter personnel ranked either "1" or "2" "lack of

transportation f rom the shelter to the school" and "lack of contact with
school personnel"; "lack of transportation from the sheJter to the school" was
the third most important barrier to school enrollment according to the shelter
personnel.

There was agreement that lack of transportation from the shelter to the
school and difficulty in acquiring school records rank among the most
important three barriers to school enrollment as perceived by both respondent

groups. Note that Key lnformants uniformly reported "lack of magnet school
space" as the top ranked barrier to enrollment for children from shelters.
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Table 45 Gomparison of Ranked Barriers to School Success
Grouo
Enrollment Barrier
Ranked One

School Social Workers

1

king
2

1. Repeated school
transfers of the child
2. Difficulty in
providing the homeless
child with the same
services that are

5

5

provided to other
students
3. Lack of parental
involvement in their
child's education
4. Lack of contact with
shelter personnel
5. Child's absenteeism
after enrollment
6. Lack of
transportation from the
shelter to the school
7 . Lack of a quiet,
consistent place to
study
8. Stigmatization of the
child due to his/her

4

3
3

n:8

1

2

3

4

2

1

1

1

3

4

1

3

2

1

1

Ranki ng
2
2

4

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

homelessness
9. Difficulty in
mainstreaming the child

1

1

?

2

3

Respondent

Shelter Personnel

n-17
Ran

by

1

1

1

Respondent groups indicate agreement on two of the three most

important barriers to schoo! success. 59o/o (10 of 17) school social workers
responding ranked 1 st or 2nd the barrier "repeated school transfers of the

child";

50o/o (4

of 8) shelter personnel ranked this barrier 1st or 2nd. The
B9

second barrier to school success cited by both groups among the top three is

"lack of parental involvement in their child's education": 35% of school
social workers ranked this barrier 1st or
ranked

it 1st. All Key lnformants

2nd;

50o/o of shelter personnel

ranked as 1st or 2nd "repeated school

transfers of the child" as a barrier to school success (Table 41]}, thus
providing the greatest degree of consensus among the three respondent
groups.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Summary of Critical lssues

This section will offer a summary and interpretation of findings from

the previous chapter in three critical areas: barriers to school enrollment,
barriers to school success, and coordination between the schools and shelters
in the St. Paul School District.
Barriers

to School Enrollment

School Social Workers and Shelter Personnel agree that "difficulty in
acquiring school records from a child's previous schools" and "lack of

transportation from the shelter to the school" are two of the top three barriers

to enrollment of children from shelters. Beyond this, the perceptions of these
groups differ, with school social workers reporting "parents do not attempt to
enroll children" as a critical issue, and shelter personnel indicating that

"difficulty in obtaining children's immunization records" completes their list of
the top three barriers to school enrollment (Table 44t.

lmportantly, in neighborhood schools, where district wide bussing is
not available to students, school social workers ranked "1" "lack of
transportation from the shelter to the school" more frequently than any other

barrier. ln magnet schools, where such bussing is available, the barrier ranked

"1" most often is "parents do not attempt to enroll their children in school"
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(Table

7). Without

transportation from the shelter to the school, children

from neighborhood schools who become homeless must transfer schools.
Key informants all ranked as " 1 " the enrollment barrier "not having
enough magnet school space openings". This analysis presumes that the St.
Paul Public Schools, by virtue of the fact that city wide bussing is available to

magnet schools, should adopt the practice of enrolling children in shelters in
magnet schools. This strategy is an attempt to use one of the strengths of

the St. Paul Public School system - the existing pattern of city wide bussing

to magnet schools - to the benefit of children who risk repeated school
transfers due to family homelessness. lt does not reflect however, the
provision in the McKinney Act which states that:

"the local education agency of each homeless child...shall
either... continue the child's...education in the school of
origin. . . or. . .enroll the child. . . in any school that non-homeless
students who live in the attendance area are eligible to
attend...whichever is in the child's best interest...." (Public Law
101-645, sec. 612, 1990 Amendments to the Stewart B.
McKinney Act).
The above clause simply means that a child who becomes homeless should be
allowed by their school district to remain in their school of origin or transfer to
another school to which children living in the shelter attendance area are
eligible to enroll in (neighborhood or magnet) and that the placement decision
should be based upon what would be in the best interest of the child.
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Avoiding multiple school transfers or, in some cases, any school

transfer which threatens to disrupt the child's educational experience, is a
major consideration in determining what is in the best interests of a child.

The issue of multiple school transfers will be discussed as a barrier to school
SUCCESS.

Barriers.-t,o School Succe-ss

School Social Workers and Shelter Personnel agree that "repeated
school transfers of the child and lack of parental involvement in the child's

education" are two of the three most important barriers to the school success

for children living in shelters (Table 45). A key informants also ranked
multiple school transfers of the child "1st" or "Znd" as a school success

barrier. "Repeated school transfers of the child " are often related to the issue
of lack of transportation from the shelter to the schoot of origin of a child
(authors observationsl.

It may also be that parents are not aware that their children have

a

right to remain in their school of origin when the family becomes homeless, or

that, if they are aware of this right they do not choose to advocate for their
child to remain in their school of origin. Since neither respondent group
(school or shelter) cited the educational rights of homeless children as outlined
in the Stewart B. McKinney Act (Tables 20, 37), it is likely that parents, too,
are unaware that their children have a right to remain in their school of origin.
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It is noteworthy that two school social workers recommended that the
District adopt a policy allowing children to remain in their school of origin
(Table 18).
Lack of parental involvement in their child's education (a school
success barrier) was described as a "problem among all parents, not just
homeless ones" by one school social worker (Table

9). It is likely, however,

that by virtue of a parent's need to procure food, clothing, and housing before
focusing on issues of the health and education of her family, a parent who is
homeless may be less able to engage in the educational activities of her

children during the episode of homelessness.
Lack of agreement between respondent groups on the third barrier to

school success is not surprising -- each reported barriers which would most
likely be observed in their system. School social workers report "difficulty in
providing the homeless child with the same services that are provided to other

students" -- information not readily available to shelter personnel. Shelter
personnel report "stigmatization of the child due to his or her homelessness"
as the third most important barrier (Table

45).

Since shelter personnel work

exclusively with families who are homeless, and are outside of the school
system, they may be more likely to hear from their clients about
stigmatization experienced as a result of homelessness. lndeed , 75o/o of
shelter personnel respondents cited this as a concern.
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Coordination Between Sqhools and Shelters in the St. Paul Sqhogl D.istrjct
Both respondent groups were concerned about lack of communication
between the schools and shelters. Eight school social workers recommended
more communication with shelters - increased communication was cited as

frequently as any other suggestion which they made regarding addressing
barriers to school enrollment (Table

8).

Seven school social workers saw

enhanced communication between these systems as a means of addressing
barriers to school success (Table

12). Two (25o/ol shelter personnel

ranked

"lack of contact with school personnel" as either 1st or 2nd in barriers to
school enrollment. Five (29o/o) school social workers ranked "lack of contact

with shelter personnel" as 1st or 2nd in barriers to enrollment. Findings also
suggest a related concern: 5O% of school social worker respondents serving
both types of schools do not know if a child enrolled in their school is residing
in a homeless shelter; 40o/o of respondents serving neighborhood schools
only do not know of a student's shelter residency; and 360/o of respondents
serving magnet schools only do not know of a student's shelter residency
(Table

4).

Clearly, enhanced communication between these professionals

may contribute to placement decisions (enrollment) reflecting the child's best

interest. As well, once a child is enrolled, "communication" would include
monitoring and resolving attendance concerns.
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Beyond monitoring attendance, which is a presently prescribed role for

school social workers in the St. Paul Public Schools, there are no written
guidelines for the role of the school social worker in "communication " or

coordination of services for children who are homeless. lndeed currently, as
evidenced by reports from both respondent groups, there is no consensus on

who is responsible for initiating contact between the school and shelter when
children f rom shelters arrive at a school (Tables 1 4, 31 ). Shelter personnel

report that shelter staff, parents, and staff of the new SPPS
Program for Homeless Children and Families initiate this

Title

One

contact. Schoo!

social workers also list shelter staff, parents, and teachers but add to the list

themselves and teachers as persons responsible for initiating contact.
Respondent groups disagreed also in identification of the person(s)
responsible
1

to help children from shelters adjust to school. While 10 out of

1 school social workers respondents listed themselves as the designated

contact person responsible for assisting children from shelters to adjust to
school, none of the five shelter personnel who could identify such

a

designated contact person named school social workers, administrators,

counselors, or teachers, as that person {Tables 16,

23). This discrepancy

Iikely reflects the fact that on November 2, 1995 school social workers

attending a SPPS training session concerning the new SPPS Title One
Program

to assist children in shelters learned that they are, in most cases, the
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designated contact person for children from shelters in their school(s). This
assigned role is brand new and there were, at of the time of data collection
and analysis for this study, no policy guidelines to direct school social workers

in assisting children from shelters. One school social worker asked, when
responding to the survey question regarding future training topics, "What

illecific responsibilities do we have to this group of students?" (Table 21l,.
Both respondent groups agreed that until this year there has been no
coordination between the St. Paul School District and local homeless shelters
regarding the education of children who are homeless (Tables 19,

36).

Given

the McKinney Act mandate that school districts (Local Education
Associations) are responsible for such coordination, this is an important

finding. While the legal mandate to coordinate such services has been in
existence since 1987, only with the 1994 lmproving America's Schools Act

were sufficient resources available to the St. Paul School District to launch a
substantial program initiative to provide needed services to children from

shelters. Under this 1994 Act, children who are homeless automatically
qualify for Title One Services.
The administration of the St. Paul Public School System provided bold
leadership in allocating $360,000 "off the top" of their Title One funds to
develop and provide services to children in shelter for the 1995/1 996 school

year. This sum approximates the annual budget of McKinney Act funds
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available to the Minnesota State Coordinator for the Education of Homeless
Children and Youth. The Coordinator's budget must be used to improve

educational opportunities for children who are homeless across the state.
Approximately $50,000 of these McKinney Act funds were allocated to the

St. Paul Public Schools for the 1995/1996 school year -- one seventh the

total of Chapter One funds which the District targeted for children in shelters.
The new SPPS Title One Program initiated with the $360,000 received
very favorable reviews in this study. Comments from school social workers
included the following:

"This year a school person facilitates issues with shelters and schools - very
helpful" (Table 14 narrative).

"New Program is very helpful. This is an essential link if we are to provide for
these students". (Comments).
Shelter Personnel comments included:

"Home school liaisons are instrumental in enrolling students in school."

"As of this year a greater effort has been made to serve children in
shelters.

..

"

(Table 3O narrative)

.

This new program, which employs a social worker, two social work aids
(home school liaisons), a parent educator, and a cadre of tutors, has begun to
address barriers to the enrollment and education of children from shelters.

This program alone, however, cannot meet the challenge of reducing or
eliminating such barriers for all children in shelters, not to mention children
experiencing homelessness but not living in shelters.
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Other Concerns
Data Privacy - Some respondents in each group reported frustration

with Iack of communication by the other. Specific to this issue, one school
social worker wrote "...My feelings are that shelter personnel have to review

their policies on what, if ony, contact they can have with school social

workers, Currently there is zero." One strength of the new SPPS program,
whose staff work in the shelters, is that since the staff are District
employees, they do not require consent to release private data in their

communication with school social workers. This does not, however, resolve

the need to review shelter policies concerning data privacy.
Mandatory School Attendance - Given the high number of reports (8)
by school social workers that parents do not attempt to enroll children in
school, the suggestion by one respondent that there be a shelter policy
requiring all children living in shelters to attend school (Table 1.8) may merit
consideration.
Gomparison of Findings to Literature Review

Just as some national progress has been made in addressing barriers to
educating children who are homeless, so too has the St. Paul Public School

District made progress. It appears that this progress is quite recent. While
the legal mandate for assuring that children who are hometess be afforded an
equal public education to that of their non-homeless peers began in 1987, it
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was with the 1 994 lmproving America's Schools Act revisions to Title One
regulations that sufficient funds became available to the St. Paul School

District to launch a substantial program initiative designed to afford children in
shelters greater educational opportunity. Yet barriers to the education of
children in shelters remain in St. Paul. These findings will be compared to the
review of the literature.
Barriers

to Enrollment

Although difficulty in acquiring school records appears to be declining
as a barrier nationally (First 1992, Anderson et al 1995, and National Law

Center, 1995) it remains a barrier in the St. Paul Public Schools as reported

by both school social workers and shelter personnel. This difficulty is
consistent with findings from an lllinois study (Dupper and Halter, 1994)

which documented difficulty in acquiring school records as an important
enrollment barrier throughout that state. Likewise, State Coordinators
consider it the third most important educational barrier remaining (National
Law Center, 1995).
School social workers in St. Paul rank "parents do not attempt to enroll

their children in school" as the most important barrier to enrollment. The
literature suggests that some parents who are homeless may allow children to
miss school due to domestic violence between the parents out of fear that
battering father may locate them or their mother through their attendance
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a

(McChesney, 1993 and Dupper and Halter, 1994). Also, some parents may
depend on older children to care for siblings or perform other tasks while the

mother searches for housing during the day (McChesney). More than 50o/o af
serviced provider respondents in a recent national study considered
absenteeism to be a problem for all homeless children (National Law Center,

1995, p.52). Yet these reports in the literature concern ab$enteeism, not
enrollment. The finding that school social workers in St. Paul rank as the
number one barrier to school enrollment "parents do not attempt to enroll

their children in school" (Table 6) is distinctive and merits further review. lt
should be considered in light of previously cited concerns that locally there
appears

to be a lack of knowledge on the part of school social workers

and

shelter personnel of the McKinney Act rights of homeless children vis-ir-vis
public education (none of the respondents in this study mentioned the
McKinney

Act). At the national level, in a 1995 study of service providers

"nearly half of respondents did not regard homeless parents as being informed
about the education rights of their child (National Law Center, 1995, p.52.)
The finding that school social workers rank "lack of transportation from

the shetter to the school" as the second most important barrier to school
enrollment is consistent with national findings that cite transportation as the
most significant access barrier (National Law Center, 1990 (for students in
Washington D.C.); Helm, 1993; and National Law Center, 1995). Further,
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the finding that school social workers from neighborhood schools rank
transportation as the number one barrier (Table 7) is similar to concerns raised
in a national report of service providersi "71% of respondents considered
transportation a problem for elementary/junior high students who remained

in

their original school....' (National Law Center, 1995, p.51) although "original
school" in that finding was outside of the school district where the child was
in shelter.
Shelter personnel ranking of difficulty obtaining the child's
immunization records as the second most important barrier to enrollment is
consistent with national service provider findings indicating that over one third

of respondents reported this as a barrier for children who changed schools
(National Law Center, 1 995, p.51

). Obtaining immunization records was not

considered a barrier by the majority of service providers nationally, yet it is
perceived as one by shelter personnel locally.
Lack of transportation from the shelter to the school was the barrier
ranked by shelter personnel as third most important that this is an important
barrier is consistent with a 1995 Federal Department of Education Study

which found that lack of transportation is the primary enrollment barrier facing
homeless children nationally (AnUerson,

1
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995).

Barriers

to Schpol Success

A very important finding of this study was the agreement between
school social workers, shelter personnel, and key informants that one of the

two most important barriers to school success in this District is "repeated
school transfers of the

child". As described in the literature, "whether due

to...lack of knowledge or exercising of choice by parents who might have
retained children in their home schools during episodes of homelessness, or
because parents have not enrolled children during periods of transiency,

children with frequent moves experience multiple school transfers..."

(Whitman et al, 1990, p.519). This revolving school door syndrome may
result in a child being in several schools over one year (school of origin,
school associated with the shelter, and school associated with new

residence). The impact on the child, as reported by a key informant of the
study is that their social, emotional, and educational stability are disrupted
(Table 42i). While the literature describes this phenomenon, t'lo studies have
been published documenting the actual number of school transfers which
children who are homeless experience or the impact of these transfers on

learning. lnstead, reports focus on lack of transportation from the shelter to
the school as a causal factor of school transfers and, as such, a barrier to
school enrollment and school success. The Federal Department of Education
reported lack of transportation as the primary enrollment barrier facing
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homeless children nationally (Anderson, 1995). The same study reports that

"family mobility may be the greatest barrier to school success for homeless
children" (Anderson, 1995). Certainly family mobility, coupled with lack of
transportation from the shelter (or other temporary residence) to the school
may result in repeated school transfers of the child.
"Lack of parental involvement in the child's education", which both
school social workers and shelter personnel ranked among the three most
important barriers to school success surfaced in the review of the literature as
a barrier to school success but was not among the research findings of the
national studies published. As noted earlier, writers interpret lack of parental
involvement in the context of Maslow's hierarchy of needs -- that a parent

who is homeless may "of necessity devote their energies to the search for
housing and

food"

{Eddowes and Hranitz, 1989, p.198), leaving the

education and health care of the family to be addressed after basic needs are
met.

Just as parents not knowing about their child's rights under the
Stewart B. McKinney Act may be an enrollment barrier, so too may this lack

of knowledge be considered a barrier to school success. Parents uninformed
that their children have a right to comparable services (assessment, special
education, programs for gifted and talented students, before and after school
programs, etc.) cannot exercise these rights for their children.
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School social workers ranked as the second most important barrier to

school success "difficulty in providing the homeless child with the same
services that are provided other students." The mandate to provide
comparable services was part of the original Stewart B. McKinney Act of

1987. Nearly a decade later,

47o/a of the St. Paul School social workers

responding identify this as a barrier to school success for elementary aged

children in shelters in this district (Table

9). This finding is consistent with

the Federa! Department of Education national study which concluded
"although access to school has improveC significantly for homeless students
under the McKinney Act, a large proportion have difficulty gaining access to
specif ic educational services..." (Anderson, 1 995).

Shelter personnel identified "stigmatization of the child due to his or her
homelessness as the third barrier to school success. The literature addresses

this concern, but it has not been widely studied (Gewirtzmanitzman and
Fodor,
1

1

987; Eddowes

and Hranitz,

1

989; Whitman et al, 1 990;

Eddowes,

9e0).

Coordination
The findings indicate lack of coordination between the schools and

shelters prior to this year, the lack of clarity about who is accountable for
initiating contact between institutions on behalf of a child in a shelter, and
confusion about what the designated contact persons responsibilities to the
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child include. This overall concern of lack of coordination parallels a major

finding reported for the lllinois school and shelter systems: "Children are
becoming lost between shelters and public schools when neither assumes
responsibility for the child's educational needs" (Halter and Dupper, 1 994,

p.a4). The 1990 amendments to the McKinney Act clearly stipulate that,
"local school districts are to coordinate interagency efforts on behalf of
homeless children

(P.

L.

1O1

-645,

sec

. 7 22 t3lt7l).

The St. Paul School District has begun to honor this mandate with the
implementation of.the new program initiative afforded by Chapter One
f

unding. Further coordination efforts are needed to address local barriers to

the enrollment and education of children who are homeless.
Lack of accountability was a theme throughout the literature. ln

addition to concerns about coordination between shelters and schools at the
local level, the macro level analysis of the decreasing accountability of the
states to the Federal Government for the McKinney Act Educational Provisions
was described as resulting from the 1994 federal mandate allowing states to,
under the reauthorized Elementary and Secondary Education Act, submit

consolidatqd state plans for several educational programs. Whereas the state
planning process in place from 1987

to 1994 involved separate state plans

for assuring that the provisions of the McKinney Act would be carried out
each state (allowing for monitoring of these plans and their subsequent
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in

progress reports), the consolidated state planning process appears to dilute

the responsibility of states to the federal government for accountability for the
McKinney Act provisions (National Law Center, 1995).

Limitations of the Study
Four limitations of the study will be described. The generalizability of

this study is limited in that the study concerned one school district in an
urban community and a purposive sampling process was employed. The

study reports the perceptions of professionals, and as such is just one
measure, not reflective of the perceptions of family and children who, while
experiencing homelessness, may observe or experience barriers to the
education of the child. The research instruments employed did not ascertain

the respondents' level of knowledge concerning homelessness or of the
barriers described, thus raising concerns about reliability and validity. One

final limitation is a possible error in validity: school sociat workers in the St.
Paul Public Schools just prior to the study were trained and notified that they
are the contact persons for children in shelters. They may have identified

themselves as such on the surveys even if they had not truly functioned as

contact persons before the notification.
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lmplications for Social Work Practice

At all levels - with children, families, communities, states, and the
national level social workers may intervene to reduce barriers to the education

of children who are homeless. The literature suggests numerous roles which
social workers may occupy as well as roles which they may suggest that
other professionals and parents play in improving educational opportunities for
children who are homeless. These suggestions comprise a generic action
agenda, which can be tailored to the concerns and capacities (resources) of

a

given community. This composite action agenda from the literature will be
described, followed by recommendations specific to St. Paul, given the

findings of this study.
What Coalitions Can Do
I

Create school/parent/shelter partnerships and promote multi-disciplinary
collaboration on behalf of homeless children. Networking among various
agencies has been found successful (Hutchinson, Searight and Stretch in
Eddowes and Hranitz, 1989 p. 199). Moreover, creating a task force of
school personnel, shelter staff, parents, and a broad base of other
concerned parties can be most helpful in assessing and addressing the needs
of homeless children (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1989, p. 199). The National
Association of State School Boards of Education (1 988 as cited by
Eddowes, 1993, p. 387) recommends that comprehensive services be
provided through an informal network between school and agencies.
Dupper and Halter insist that enhanced cooperation between schools and
shelters is critical to improving the access of homeless children to school
(Dupper and Halter, 1994, p.a3).

a

Work to ensure that child care is available to homeless families (Eddowes
and Hranitz, 1989, p.199). Child care can be provided at school, in the
community, or at the shelter, providing that transportation is addressed.
This both relieves the parent of the constant demands of parenting so that
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she or he may attend to other tasks, and provides a positive environment
which (unlike most shelters) is geared to meet the needs of young children.

What School and Shelter Advocates Can Do
a

Know the laws, policies, and programs currently in place. Educate
community agencies, law enforcement, and parents about these laws,
policies, and programs.

a

Become familiar with what researchers have learned about contemporary
homeless families. Kay McChesney sumrnarizes findings from 1 0
empirically based research projects on homeless families done since 1980
(McChesney, 1993, p,361). This, and a full understanding of the McKinney
Act and state plan for the education for homeless children in the state
where advocates work, are primary tools for serving children who are
homeless.

a

Work collectively to revise or create polices and practices that enhance
enrollment, retention, and success of homeless children. Work with
administrators to have such policies adopted.

I

Promote collaboration between schools and shelters. Collaboration must
respect and support parents as partners in their child's development
(Eddowes, 1993, p.387). Eddowes and Hranitz (1989) also suggest that
creating a "tracking and sharing network" between schools and agencies
can "provide for continuity" {p. 20O).

What SQhool (Counseling Nursing. Special Education and Teaching) Personnel
Can Do
Each school serving homeless children is well advised

to assess which

services are needed and develop partnerships to provide those services to
children either on site or at the shelters. The advisory councit approach {or

a

task force) should include parents, school and shelter staff, as wetl as a broad
base of concerned parties (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1ggg, p. 1gg).
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Either at school or at the shelter, remedial, tutoring, and enrichment

programs can be provided through collaborative efforts. Likewise, homework
assistance programs and recreation and arts programming can be developed. In

the authors experience. providing health services at school or in the evening at
the shelter removes the barrier of transportation for parents who need their
children to receive care but must spend their days seeking housing and other
basic necessities.
Family literacy and training models which are shelter based have
demonstrated success in improving childrens' attendance and performance at
school and in promoting parental involvement at the childrens' schools (Nunez,
1994).
Other awareness and actions which can be embraced by a school district

to reduce barriers to educating homeless children include:
e

Recognize that "homeless" is not a diagnostic category; screen children
when they enroll, and provide individual assessments and services as
needed.

a

Designate someone within the school to help shelter staff and parents with
school enrollment procedures. Once the enrollment is complete, a case
manager/advocate should be assigned to the family to help with
transportation, clothing, school expenses, etc. and to monitor the child's
progress and need for services in school (Dupper and Halter, 1 994, p.a3).

a

Develop early childhood (ages 4-8) curriculum which would be culturally
sensitive and support parents as partners in their child's development
(Eddowes, 1 993, p.387).

a

Provide a structured stable, non-threatening classroom environment which
will serve as respite from the chaotic experience of homelessness. Specific
suggestions include: 1) have teachers assign projects that can be broken
l-l-0

down into small tasks which children can master, (Gewirtzman and Fodor,
1987, p.2a3), and 2) provide children counseling with high empathy
including opportunities for verbal and nonverbal expressions of feelings
(Gewirtzman and Fodor, 1987, p.2a3).
I

Provide before and after school care for children (inclusive) and provide
breakfast, lunch and an after school snack (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1g8g,
p. 1 99).

a

Provide tutors and homework areas (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1g8g, p.1gg).

o

Provide transportation (or transportation funds as with older children) to
retain children in home schools (Eddowes and Hranitz, 1g8g, p.1gg).

a

Provide teacher training regarding homeless families (Gewirtzman and Fodor,
1987, p.2a3) to include tours of shelters and information about causat
factors of homelessness. Joint inservicing of school and shelter personnel
may enhance the needed lines of communication between schools and
shelters.

e

Revise or eliminate dress codes which deter attendance of chitdren without
adequate clothing.

t

Mitigate the effects of labeling in the lives of homeless children by
communicating high expectations.

o

Provide vision, hearing, and health screening routinely when Iow income
children enroll (Ziesemer, Marcoux, and Marwell, 1994, p.667).

a

Maintain a 24 hour hot Iine for parents, children, and shelter staff to get
information about educational options and services (strong and renhouse,
1 990, p.30).

Sociat workers may be the glue that binds the systems serving children

together. Whitman et.al. (1990) remarks:

"At a system level, social workers have data,
experience, and resources to contribute to the design
of innovative service models....(The) social worker
will need to assume a case management and
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advocacy role with and for the family to enable these
children to stabilize their lives in the school
environment ....Creative social work programming
(recreation, socialization, homework club) can serve
these children. System networking, especially
between school social workers and shelter personnel
can mean the difference between a family
restabilizing or reentering the cycle of poverty and
homelessness. (p. 5 1 9) .

Also, the social worker may be the most likely among the professionals in

a

coalition to promote policies and practices that avoid labeling children. An
exemplary general review of the social workers responsibility vis-ir-vis labeling is
offered by Charles Levy (1989). lt is important that social workers address

confidentiality in the intra-school and interagency communication on behalf of
the children.
Social workers in schools and shelters need to promote programs that
reduce stress on parents, allowing them to nurture and support their children
(Ziesemer, Marcoux, and Marwell, 1994,

p.667). Ziesemer et. al. suggests

other roles for school social workers: work to reduce mobility; help teachers
and students with loss; and advocate for needed early childhood, after school,

summer school, and tutoring programs {Ziesemer et. al., 1994, p.667).
ln a comprehensive overview of the role of social workers intervention
strategies of homeless children, Moroz and Segal remind us that our first
responsibility is to prevent homelessness and work to remove barriers to
staying in school for children who are homeless or near homeless (Moroz and
]-L2

Segal, 1990, p.141). Our role in preventing problems must not be Iost in our

efforts to advocate for people experiencing them.
Summarv

ln reviewing the literature, it appears that several approaches to
educating homeless children have arisen. Shelter based schools have been
employed (Zeldin and Bogart, 1990). While the benefits of shelter based
schools have been noted (Kirkpatrick, 1992, as cited in Helm, 1993, p.335),

the mainstreamed approach is sanctioned by the McKinney Act. As Helm
notes, the policy orientation of the McKinney 1990 amendments "clearly
suggests that schools in homeless shelters are not the preferred means of
providing education for homeless children." (Helm, 1993, p.33O). There are

often times modifications in mainstreamed programs which are made for
homeless children (tutoring, the provision of books and clothing, special

transportation and coordination of school and shelter services). The intent is to
provide normalcy when a child's life is disrupted by homelessness. Models for
mainstreaming approaches include one in Dallas, Texas (Zeldin and Bogart,
1

990) (a single school) and a comprehensive city wide effort encompassing all

32 community school districts in New York City (Strong and Tenhouse, l gg0).
Communities seeking to evaluate their own approaches to educating
homeless children may benefit from a review of the law and literature. Shelter
based schools, given the McKinney amendments, should advocate for local
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districts to assume their educational functions. Shelter staff can support
schools in addressing barriers to educating homeless children, but ought not do
the job in isolation.

Recommendations

Following are recommendations for improving the educational
opportunities for elementary age children living in shelters in the St. Paul School

District. Recommendations will be made for the St. Paul Public School System,
the shelters housing elementary age children in this school district, and the local
coalitions concerned with families in poverty. The recommendations result

from the findings of this study and the review of the literature.

St. Paul Public School District
1

Develop policies which:
Ensure placement in the best interests of the child with
consideration paid to parent requests for placement.
b. Expedite transfer of students records for students who transfer
due to homelessness.

a.

2

Reduce student transfers of children who are homeless to safeguard the
continuity of a child's educational experience by:
a. Providing alternative transportation services to maintain children in
their school of origin when the child's family becomes homeless
and,
b. reserving magnet school slots for children at risk of (or who have
experienced) chronic or periodic homelessness and for other
children who move into the District during the school year.

1 1-4

3

Maintain the current Title One Program for Homeless Children and
Families. Promote this as a crucial and innovative component of the
District's efforts to assist children who are homeless.

4

Provide designated contacts (usually the school social worker) with :
a. Ongoing training concerning their role in meeting the educational
needs of children who are homeless and,
b. adjusted work load as needed to allow contact persons to assist
children from shelters.

5

Design an appeals process (which would include the Homeless Education
Coordinator of the District) for parents/guardians who are dissatisfied
with the school placement decision rendered for a child who is
homeless.

6

To ensure accountability, os a matter of public record, delineate in
writing the duties of the Homeless Education Coordinator, Title One
Program Staff for Homeless Children and Families, and the designated
contact persons in schools for children who are homeless (normally
school social workers).

7

Maintain records {a count and services provided) concerning children 7.7
from shelters and other children who are homeless and produce an
annual report of same for the public, the St. Paul Coalition for the
Homeless, the State Coordinator for the Education of Homeless Children,
the local Children's Defense Fund, and other interested parties.

I

Explore the concern that children from shelters are not receiving
educational services comparable to that of their non-homeless peers.

I

Provide joint training opportunities for school and shelter personnel to
learn about the policies and practices of the District vis-d-vis educating
children from who are homeless. lnclude teachers, administrators,
school secretaries, and transportation officials from the District in such
trainings.

Shelter Personnel
1

Review and revise internal policies concerning data privacy and school
attendance of school aged children in shelters. Afford maximum
communication between shelter personnel and designated school
contacts for children who are homeless. Adopt a policy requiring all
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school aged children to attend school, exceptions reflecting the District's
attendance policy.
2

Engage in case advocacy on behalf of children and families to include
notifying parents at the time of intake of their right to maintain the
child in his/her school of origin or to choose alternatives available, and
that the placement decision should be based on the child's best
interests.

3

Promote parent involvement in school conferences, IEP meetings, etc.
in case planning activities with the parent.

4

Address stigmatization by providing empathetic counseling to children
and alerting the appropriate designated school contact person about
conditions or situations which are, by report, resulting in the
stigmatization of children living in the shelter.

Local -Coalitions: S.t. Paul Coalition for the Homeless Children's Initiatjve
(PEW Trust}. The Children's Defens;-e Fund. or The M.i-nnesota Coalitio_n for
the
Homeless
1

Produce and distribute a publication outlining the Stewart B. McKinney
Act Educational Rights of Children who are Homeless for parents and
school and shelter personnel.

2

Participate in school initiated collaborative ventures to improve the
educational opportunities of children who are homeless.

3

Form a subcommittee of the St. Paul Coalition for the Homeless to
assess and address educational and health needs of children who are
homeless in St. Paul. Serve as a catalyst/convenor to ensure that
identified needs are addressed and solicit ideas of parents who are
homeless or who were formerty homeless in this process.
Suggestions for Future Research
Future research in the St. Paul Public Schools may include:

a

replicating this study to measure future progress of the District in reducing
or eliminating barriers to the education of children in shelters and
promoting coordination between schoots and shelters.
115

a

program evaluation to measure the effectiveness of the St. Paul Public
Schoo!'s Title One Program for Children in Shelters.

a

research specifically designed to determine how school placement
decisions are rendered for children in shelters and whether or not they
meet the "in the child's best interests" mandate.

a

research specifically designed to evaluate how schools and shelters can
promote continued parent involvement in their child's education during
episodes of family homelessness and how the school, shelter, and child
advocacy coalitions locally can support or supplement parental efforts to
promote their children's school success.

This study has, by designing instruments for use at a district level and by

tailoring these instruments conceptually to evaluate both school access and
school success barriers, provided social work researchers nationally with the

tools for evaluating community by community local progress in ensuring that
children who are homeless receive an appropriate public education equal to

that of their non-homeless peers.

tL7
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November 9, 1995

TO: Claire Kuennen Jordan
2595 Cohansey Street
Roseville MN 55113

FROM: Rita Weisbrod, lnstitutiona! Review Board Chair

RE: Application "Barriers to Educating Children from Shelters in the Elementary Schools of St. Paul
School District"

Your application was considered at the IRB meeting of November 8, 1995. We note that your
procedure requesting comments on the survey instrurnent resulted in one respondent inadvertently
completing the survey rather than commenting on the questions and content. Your letter thanking
reviewers and noting that this survey was destroyed is acceptable. Note that it is not wise to use
potential respondents as reviewers of survey instruments for this very reason (individuals in comparable
positions should be consulted instead).
Your application was approved with the following conditions:

1. Telephone interviews with the seven key informants (identified by the school district) involve a
particularly high risk to confidentiality of responses. You should take particular care in reporting these
results. lnterviews with these respondents should Ue summarized using no direct quotes so that
individual responses could be identified. ln general in your summarizing of survey data, you should be
careful to avoid the identification of individual commentators on particular schools or shelters.
2. Follow-up procedures in encouraging the return of surveys from school social workers and shelter
directors should be limited to two contacts (for example, a telephone call and one follow-up mailing).
Your procedure as proposed was felt to be too intrusive in not allowing a potential respondent to refuse
participation.

3. Your contact letter to school socialworkers and shelter directors should clearly lay out the particular
follow-up steps you will use to encourage participation (as noted in 2 above)-

4. You should extend your dates for follow-up so that you give people a realistic time frame for return
of the surveys. We recommend at least ten days for return of surveys before follow-up procedures are
initiated.
5. ln your directions at the beginning of both surveys, you need to indicate that respondents may omit
any question or discontinue their participation. Perhaps it would be simplest if you just delete the
phrase "just move on to the next questiofi", simply stating that they are free to omit any question.
Whatever phrasing you use should be in both the cover letters to social workers and shelter directors
as well as at the beginning of the surveys.

You should respond to me in writing regarding your implementation of these conditions before you
begin your work.

2211 Riverside Avenue . Minneapolis, MN 55454 . Tel. (612) 330-1000

. Fax (612) 330-1649

Irlovember 9, 1995

Dr. Rita Weisbrod, Chair
Institutional Review Board
Augsburg College
22ll Riverside Avenue
Minneapolis, Mn. 55113

Dear Dr. Weisbrod:

In accordance with the conditions outlined in your memo of November gth, 1995, I have
modified my surveys and cover letters to meet the specific conditions of the IRB (items
2-5). I agree to abide by condition #l in its entirety.

I am grateful for the suggestions made by the Committee, and have incorporated those as
well.

Sincerely, t
/']
4'

i,,^

-', fi.{i,,,t ffi,t$}-l"J c(i

Glqire KuennEn Jordan
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October 18, 1995

Ms. Claire Kueunen

Jordan

-595 Cohansey Street
Roseveille, MN 551 I3
I

l)ear Mn.

Jotdan:

firc

Saint Paul Public Sshool Distript Research Committee met on Tuesday, October 17,
lq95' snd revicwcd your proposal: "Bamiers to Educating Children frorn Shelters in
the Elementary schools of the saiut Pnul school District."

We bplieve thnt yorrr strtdy rnunhes' an area nf interest to the district atrd strongl-v
support your general research diryution. Your research has been approved;
however, the Committee would like the' following expansiour made:

to include intervicwb and/or focus groups that
increased information from:

Bxpand

will

provide

District Social Workers
Shelter Social Workers
Directors of the Shehers

Parents of the. Studerts
Chepter I Teachers who are ar the Shelters
SPPS Title I Stsff petLoo, Ellie Siefen
SPPS Title I Social Worker, Carol Lunderbcrg

Bcst wishca for o auccessful s1udy, Your district eontect p€rgoo6 are pat Fernandez,
Director, Special Education (223-301l) aod Carole Snyder, Associate Director
t
curriculurn Development and Management (z2g-364rt). A copy of your completed
rcport *hould alao bc givcn to thcac two adminiatrotors.
S

inccrely,

"dr^-tW-4*
lrcnc

E,. McAfce. Ph.D.

Director
Evaluation. Information &. Studcnt Servicce

IEM:lh

c: Pat Fernandez
Carole Snyder
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o
TISTING. EVALUATION & INFORMATION SERVICES

LIFELONg LEARA/'^'G

PUBTIC SCHOOLS

Octoher 30. I995

Claire Kuennen Jordan
Augsburg MSW Student
Dear Ms. Jordanl

This is an amendrnent to the expansion required in our October 18, 1995
communic.atinn. The Saint Paul Public School Disuict Research Committee has
approved your research proposai. "Barriers to Educating Children from Shelters
in the Elementary Schools of the Saint Paul School District" with the following
elipansions.

You nced ro conduct kcy int-orment interviews ,arith F.llie Seifert and her
Educational Assistants, Carol Lunderberg, and Aifreda Flowers. Alsor two
Chaprer I teachers designated by Ellie Seifert need to be interviewed as
weil.
Si

nuercly

,

*\nr*4n

W

Irene E. McAfde, Ph.D.
Director
Evaluation- Inforrnation &. Student Services

IEM:lh
FAXED to: 331-4436
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()ctohcr 3,

1995

lnstitutional Rcvicw Board
Augshurg Collegc
27ll Riverside Avenuc
Minneapolis. MN 554-54

EM}I-A

NORTON
RESIDENCE

6l() Nonjr Robrn Srrcrr
Sr l'aul Mrmcsora {5101

{{rlj} lJ.i i
v.T[)t.r

1-'.r

(l

'f<l Whtlm Ir May Concern

I ant writing tn support of (llarrc K ucnncn Jordan's [rrol)()\al to rondrrct .,
rescarch proJect with St. Paul arca homclcss shcllers. trarrrrr:d w()mcn's
sheltcrs, and transitional housing drrccrors rcBarding rhc cducarron of
homcless children. I uoderstand that t hc study will bc undcrla kcn as a
part of her work towards thc Mastcrs Dcgrec oI Socral Wort ,Shc has
worked with me in the development oI this study and tvrll, I undcrsrand,
shars written survcy rcsulls with thc Sr ['aul Arci ( oalrrrorr frlr thc
Homeless and su rvey participants.
The study should add to the knowlcdgr: trasc oI social *,ork and hopclullv
providC in f Ormation that will allo\a' u\ lr) rnl provc scr\ rrt.' f r)r homclcss
children,

I look forward to working with Ms. Jorrilrn on Ihrs
Sincerely,
Rclatt,! to rhr lJoa,,.l ol
Clohot lrlnut.rt\ it tht
l-:nrrtJ :\ltthodlr ( hu,t h

1,4

,rl/t,'r[,

il /Leelba ('frrrl+

Nelda Rhoades Clarke
Chairpcrson
' Rults lor ot(rptoncc and
PAf trctPdt ton tn our
Progtdm ore thc saw for
La'Eraonc u\l hour rt|otd to
tncq tolor, nolional ongir\
JdE J.r- ot han,!rccp."

St Paul Area Coaliriou [or the

Homclcss

1lr(,1r.(

I
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Dear School Social Worker
You are invited to participate in a research prqect examining the barriers to educating homeless
elementary school children in the St. Paul School District. You were selected because school
social workers traditionally have knowledge of the concerns of at risk students. This researcher
is interested rn discovering what the barriers are to educating homeless elementary school
students, as perceived by school social workers and shelter personnel (a parallel study will
survey shelter directors). We ask that you read this and feel free to ask questions you may
have
before agreeing ro participate in this study.

This study is being conducted

by me, Claire Kuennen Jordan, as part of my Masters thesis in
parl'ial fulfillment of the requirements of Augsburg College Master's in Social Work program
am also completing an internship in school social work in the St. paul School District.

I

Agreernent to participate in this study involves approximately 30 minutes of your time
to
complete the enclosed survey and return it in the stamped, addressed envelope provided
There
are no foreseeable risks or direct benefits to you for participatrng in this
,rrd', you are free ro
omit any question and to discontinue your participation at any time

Your particrpation is very important. The District has this year begun a ne\\,rnitiatrve
ro sene
homeless children Survey feedback may be used to further develop that program
This research
is not sponsored by the St. Paul Public Schools This proJecr has been
approved by the
Augsburg College IRB and the St. Paul School System hai agreed to
cooperare in this study As
well, Nelda Rhodes Clark, Chairperson, St. Paul Coalition for the Homeless,
has grven her
supporr of the proJecr (see anached lefter of support)

Confidentiality

All data rvill be kept private In any presentatron of the data collected in this study,
it will not be
possible to identifl'any participants. There will be no way that
any one other than myself

could
identifo those who chose to participate. Only the researcher and her
thesis advisor will have
access to the completed surveys All data will remain confidentiat
and will be kept in a locked
file by me and shared only with my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Rosemary Link.
All surveys rvill be
destroyed one year from now, or by December, I996. Please do
not put your name or the name
of the school(s) where you work, or any other identifuing informatlon onih.
qr.rtronnaire
Summary results of the survey will be sent to Dr. Irene McAfee,
Director of Evaluation,
Information, and Student Services, SPSS; William Mockenhaupr,
Lead Schooi Social Worker,
SPSS; Dr' L- Johnson, Assistant Director of Federal Programr, 'SPSS; pat
Fernandez, Director
of Special Education, SPPS; Carole Snyder, Associate Director of Curriculum
Development and
Management, SPPS; and Ms. Rhodes-Clark, noted above. If you
would like a copy of the
results, simply mail the enclosed post card as your request.

Panicrpatton in this study is completely voluntary. Participatlon wrll in no way influence your
current or future relationshrp wrth Augsburg College, any of the St. Paul area shelters, the St
Paul Public Schools, or this researcher, By completing this survey, you have given your consenr
Io participate in this study
Your participation is critical to the success of the study. I will phone prospective parricipants
who have not returned their surveys to me by November 30th in order to answer any questions
and to provide replacement surveys if needed. This research will suggest improvements to better
the educational opportunities for homeless children in St. Paul. If you have an)/ questions, ar any
time, please contact me at 484-6258 or my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Rosemary Link, at 330- ll47
Sincerely,

Claire Kuennen Jordan, MSW student

I

4

15-c

3

ID#
Educating Children From Shelters in St. paul
Survey of School Social Workers

the following survey. Where you are given a choice of responses to select
from, circle the leuer to the teft of the answer you choose. The term "shelte;" in this survey
includes temporary emergency shelter, transitional housing, and facilities for battered women.
You are free to omit any question and to discontinue your participation at any time. At the end
of the questionnaire there is space for you to offer commenm. Any additional comrnents you
would like to make would be appreciated.
I appreciate your willingness ro parricipate in this srudy.
Please complete

I
')

what is the current number of srudents enrolled in your school?
School 1
School 2
(lf you serve more than one school enter
answer for second school here)
I serve students
who
fall
within
the
following
grade
category(ies): (circle one)
a

b
c
3

I

serve students:
(circle all that apply)
a

b
c

4-

in a magnet school
in a neighborhood school
in both types of schools

Do you know if a child is residing at a homeless shelter when he/she is enrolted at your
school? (circle one)
a

b
c

5

K-3
4-6
both of above categories

yes, go to question 5
sometimes, go to question 5
no- You have completed the survey. Please remrn it in the envelope provided

To your knowtedge, how many srudents from homeless shelters have been enrolled in
your school since the beginning of this school year (lggs-lgg6)?

S$h-ogl Enrollment

6.

From your perspective, which of the following would you describe as potential
difficulties in enrolling children from homeless shelters in the school(s) that you serve?
(Please circle only the letters of those that apply.) Then rank in order the most
significant three of those you circled with t being the most significant. (PLEASE USE
EACH RANKING ONLY ONCE)
First, circle the letter of all of those that apply, then

Rank the most

significant
three items.
Use each
ranking only
once. (1,2,3)
Problems in enrolling child in school due to:

a.

lack of perrnanent address

b.

absence

c.

difficulty in acquiring school records from child's previous schools

d.

difficulty in acquiring child's immunization records

e.

difficulty in acquiring child's birth cerrificate

f.

lack of transportation from the shelter ro the school

g.

lack of contact with shelter personnel

h.

parents do not anempt to enroll child(ren) in school

of a parent or legal guardian

Please describe any other potential problems which may hamper a

child's access ro

school not listed above. (These problems may be ranked along with the others.)

7

What is needed to address the concerns regarding school enrollment that you ranked
1,2,3 in question #6?

Survey continues on next page.

Schoo! Success

8.

From your perspective, once children from shelters are enrolled in your
school, which of the foltowing would you describe as potential difficulties
in educating them in your school? (Please circle only ttre [etters of those that apply.
Following this, rank in order the most significant three of those you circled, with I
being the most significant.
First, circle the letter of all of those that apply, then....

)

Rank the most
significant

three items.
Use each
ranking only
once. ( [,2,3)
Problems in educating children due to:
a

difficulty in providing the homeless child with the same services that are
provided to other sfudents (ex. meal programs, services for gifted and
hlented, special education, and testing/assessment for services).

b.

stigmatization of the child due to his/her homelessness

L

difficulty in "mainstreaming" the child (placing them in classes with
non homeless children)

d

lack of conuct with shelter personnel

e

lack of transportation from the shelter to the school

f

lack of parental involvement in their child's education
(parent does not attend meetings and conferences conceming their
child, hetp with homework, or follow up on requests from school.)

o
b'

repeated school transfers of the child

h.

child's absenteeism after enrollment

i.

lack of school supplies

j

lack of clothing

k.

lack of food

l.

lack of health care or illness of child

m.

lack of quiet, consistent place to study
Question 8 continues on next page.

list any other potential problems which may hamper the school success
of homeless children not listed above.
Please

9.

What is needed to address the barriers to school success that you have ranked?

The next six questions examine how family transiency affects childrens' school
placement.
When Children EnteE A Shelter
10. To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children attending your school
entered a shelter, what percentage of the children remained in your school?
a

b

c
d
e

f
1l

0-5Vo remained here
6-10% remained here
I 1- 15 % remained here
16-2OTo remained here
2l4ly" remained here
4l-60% remained here

o
b

h

i.

61-80% remained here
81-100% remained here
Don't know

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children attending your school
entered a shelter, what percentage of the children transferred to another school?
a.

b.
C.

0-5% transferred
6-10% transferred
l1-15% transferred

e.

L6-2O% transferred
2l40%o transferred

f.

4l-60% ransferred

d

g
b

h

6l-807o transferred
81-1007o transferred

i.

Don't know

12

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children anending your school
entered a shelter, what percentage of the children stopped attending school?
a

b
c

d
e

f

13.

0-5% stopped anending g.
6-10% stopped attending h.
l l - 15 % stopped anending i.
16-20% stopped attending
21 40% stopped attending
4l -60% stopped attending

Please comment on any issues covered

6l -80% stopped attending
8l-100% stopped anending
Don't know

in questions 10-12

When Children Move From A Shelter
14. To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children attending your school
moved out of a shelter, what percenuge of the children remained in your school?
d.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

15.

O-5% remained here
6-10% remained here

11-15% remained here
16-70% remained here
2140% remained here
4l-60% remained here

o

61-80% remained here

h
i.

8l-100% remained here
Don't know

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children anending your school
moved out of a shelter, what percentage of the children transferred to another school?
d.

b.
c.
d
e.

f.

O-5% transferred
6-L07o transferred

o
b

l1-15% transferred

i

16-20% transferred
2L40% transferred
4l-60% transferred

h

6l-80% transferred
8l-100% transferred
Don't know

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children anending your school
moved out of a shelter, what percentage of the children stopped attending school?

16.

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

l'r

.

18

Please coilrment on any issues covered

61-80% stopped attending
81- 100 % stopped attending

Don't know

in questions 14-16.

Is there a formalized procedure within your school district for enrolling children from
homeless shelters? (circle one)
a

b
c

d

19.

O-5% stopped attending E
6-LO% stopped attending h
11-15% stopped auending i.
16-20% stopped attending
2140% stopped attending
4l -6OTo stopped attending

yes, please explain
no, please explain
it varies from school to school within our district, please explain below
don't know

When a child arrives at your school from a homeless shelter in your corlmunity, who
initiates the contact between the school and the shelter? (circle all that apply)
a

b
c

d
e

shelter director
other shelter personnel
school guidance counselor
school social worker
school adminisuator

f.
g
h

i.

j

teacher
parent

other
it varies, please explain below
don't know

20

When a child residing at a homeless shelter is enrolled in your school, is there a
designated person who helps the child adjust to that school and is available to the
child if a need arises?
a

yes

b

no, go to question 23.
don't know, go to question 23

C

2t.

What is the position of that person?
a

b
C

d
e

72

school adminisuator
guidance counselor
school social worker
classroom teacher
other, please specify

Please describe the specifrc assistance provided by this conuct person to children

from homeless shelters.

73

Based on your experiences with elementary school-aged children who are homeless,
what additional services, if any, are needed to improve the educational experiences of
this population?

24

Please describe the nature

of the coordination between your school district and local
homeless shelters regarding the education of children who are homeless.

25

How do parents of children who are homeless learn about the educational rights of
their child(ren)?

76

Whar, if any, training opportunitiesitopics would you like to have offered to district
social workers concerning the education of children who are homeless?

27

Please feel free

to provide any additional comments or concerrls about anything in this

questionnaire.

Thank you for completing this survey! Place
possible.

it in the envelope

and return

it as soon

as
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Dear Shelter Director:

you are invited to participate in a research prqect examining the barriers to educating homeless
elementary school children in the St. Paul School Distnct. You were selected because you
represent one or more of the shelters serving children in the St. Paul School District. This
researcher is interested in discovering what the barriers are to educating homeless elementarY
school students, as perceived by Shelter Directors (or their designees) and school social workers
(a parallel study will survey school social workers). We ask that you read this and feel free to
ask questions you may have before agreeing to participate in this snrdy.

This study is being conducted by me, Claire Kuennen Jordan, as part of my Masters thesis in
partial fulfillment of the requirements of Augsburg College Master's in Social Work Program.
am also completing an internship in school social work in the St. Paul School District.

I

Agreement to participate in this study involves approximately 30 minutes of your time to
complete the enclosed survey and return it in the stamped, addressed envelope provided. There
are no foreseeable risks or direct benefits to you for participating in this study. You are free to
omit any question and to discontinue your participation at any time.

Your participation is very important. The District has this year begun a new initiative to serve
homeless children. Survey feedback may be used to further develop that prograrn. This research
is not sponsored by the St. Paul Public Schools. This project has been approved by the
Augsburg College IRB and the St. Paul School System has agreed to cooperate in this study. As
well, Nelda Rhodes Clark, Chairperson, St. Paul Coalition for the Homeless, has given her
support of the project (see attached letter of support).

Confidentiality
AII data will be kept private. In any presentation of the data collected in this study, it will not be
possible to identifu any participants. There will be no way that any one other than myself could
identify those who chose to participate. Only the researcher and her thesis advisor will have
access to the completed surveys. AIt data will remain confidential and will be kept in a locked
file by me and shared only with my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Rosemary Link. Al[ surveys will be
destroyed one year from now, or by December, 1996. Please do not put your name or the name
of the shelte(s) where you work, or any other identifoing information on the questionnaire.
Summary results of the survey will be sent to Dr. Irene McAfee, Director of Evaluation,
Information, and Student Services, SPSS; William Mockenhaupt, Lead School Social Worker,
SPSS; Dr. L. Johnson, Assistant Director of Federal Programs, SPSS; and Ms. Rhodes-Clark,
noted above. If you would like a copy of the results, simply mail the enclosed post card as your
request.

Parricipation in this study is completely voluntary. Participation witl in no way influence your
current or future relationship with Augsburg College, any of the St. Paul area shelters, the St,
Paul Public Schools, or this researcher. By completing this survey, you have given your consent
to participate in this study.
Your participation is critical to the success of the study. I wrll phone prospective participants
who have not returned their surveys to me by November 30th in order to answer any questions
and to provide replacement surveys if needed. This research will suggest improvements to bener
the educational opportunities for homeless children in St. Paul. If you have any questions, at any
time, please contact me at 484-6258 or my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Rosemary Link, at 330-l I47.
Sincerely,

Claire Kuennen Jordan, MSW student

n

,1,

m#
Educating Children From Shelters in St. Paul
Survey of Shelter Directors

following survey. Where you are given a choice of responses to select
from, circle -the letter to the left of the answer you choose. The term "shelter" in this survey
includes temporary emergency shelter, transitional housing, and facitities for banered women.
If your agency has more than one program/facility for homeless families please include
information about all the children served (not just those in one facility). You are free to omit
any question and to discontinue your participation at any time. At the end of the questionnaire
there is space for you to offer comments. Any additional comments you would like to make
would be appreciated.
I appreciate your willingness ro participate in this study.
Please complete the

1.

What is your job ritle?
a.

shelter director

b.

shelter staff (specify title)
transitional housing director
transitional housing staff (specify title)
banered women's shelter director
battered women's shelter suff (specify title)
other administrator (specify title)

L-

d.
e.

f.
g
b'

7.HowmanyK{childrenarecurrent[yinyourfacility(ieS)?-

3.

Do you know when a child residing in your shelter is enrolled at a school in your

district?

a.
b,
c4

yes, go to question 4
sometimes, go to question 4
no. You have completed the survey. Please return

it in the envelope provided.

To your knowledge, what percentage of elementary school children who are currently
living in your shelter now atrend a magnet school?

b

o-25%
26-50%

c

5r-75%

d

76-rN%

e

don't know

a

attend
attend
attend
attend

a magnet school
a magnet school
a magnet school
a magnet school

To your knowledge, what percentage of elementary school children who are in your

5

shelter now attend a neighborhood school?
a

O-25To

b

26-s0%
sL-7 s%

c

d
e

76-t00%
don't know

attend a neighborhood school
attend a neighborhood school
attend a neighborhood school
anend a neighborhood school

To your knowledge, what percentage of elementary school children who are in your

6

shelter are not attending school?

ab.
c.
d.
e.

O-25%
26-50%
5l-75%
76-lW%

are
are
are
are

not attending
not attending
not attending
not anending

school
school
school
school

don't know
to the nearest l0%

Please estirnate
7

.

To your knowledge, how many children from your shelter have attended an elemenrary
school since the beginning of this school year (1995-1996)?
Questionnaire continues on next page.

I

From your perspective, which of the following would you describe as potential
difficulties in enrolling children from your shelter in the schools in your district? (Please
circle only the letters of those that apply.) Then rank in order each of those you circled
with I being the most significant. (PLEASE USE EACH RANKING ONLY ONCE)
First, circle the letter of all those that apply, then

Rank the most

significant
three items.
Use each
ranking

only
once. (1,2,3)
Problems in enrolling child in school due to:

a.

lack of perrnanent address

b.

absence

c.

difficulty in acquiring school records from child's previous schools

d.

diffrculty in acquiring child's immunization records

e.

difficulty in acquiring child's birttr certificate

f.

lack of transporution from the shelter to rhe school

g.

lack of contact with school personnel

h.

parents do not attempt to enroll child(ren) in school

of a parent or legal guardian

Please describe any other potential probtems which may hamper the
access to school by homeless children not listed above

9.

What is needed to address the enrollment concerns you have ranked?

10.

From your perspective, once children from your shelter are enrolled in an elementary
school, which of the following would you describe as potential difficulties
in educating them? (Please circle only the leners of those that apply.)
Then rank in order the most significant three of those you circled with I being the most
siguificant.

First, circle the letter of all of those that apply, then.

Rank the most

significanr
three items.

Use

each
ranking only
once. (1,2,3)
Problem in educating children due to.
t

a

difficulty in providing the homeless child with the same services that are
provided to other sfirdents (ex. meal programs, services for gifted and
talented, special education, and testing/assessment for services).

b.

stigmatization of the child due to his/her homelessness

C

difficulry in "mafuEtreaming" the child (placing them in classes with
non homeless children)

d

lack of contact with school personnel

e

lack of transportation from the shelter to the school

f
o
b'

lack of parental involvement in their child's education
(parent does not attend meetings and conferences concerning their child,
help with homework, or follow up on requests from school.)
repeated school transfers of the child

h.

child's absenteeism after enrollment
lack of school supplies

J

lack of clothing

k.

lack of food
lack of health care or illness of child

m

lack of quiet, consistent place to study

Question

l0

continues on next page.

Please list any other potential problems which may hamper the school success
of homeless children not listed above.

11.

What is needed to address the barriers to school success that you have ranked?

The next six questions examine how famity transiency affects childrens' school placernent.
When Children Enter A Sheiter
12. To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children moved into your shelter,
what percentage of the children remained in the school where they were attending
before the came to your shelter?
a.

O-5% remained

(}

b.

6-10% remained
11-15% remained
16-20% remained

h

L.

d.

r3

P

2L40% remained

f.

41-60% remained

i.

61-80% remained
I 1- 100 % remained
Don't know

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children moved into your shelter,
what percentage of the children transferred to another school?
a.

O-5% transferred

o
b'

6l-80% transferred

b.

6-10% transferred
11-15% transferred
16-207o transferred
2l40%o transferred
4l-60% transferred

h.

81-100% transferred
Don't know

c.

d.
e.

f.

i.

L4

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children moved into your shelter,
what percentage of the children stopped attending school?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
15.

O-5% stopped anending
6-10% stopped attending
I I - 15 % stopped anending

g
h.
i.

61-80% stopped anending
8t-100% stopped anending
Don't know

16-7070 stopped attending
2140% stopped attending
4l-60% stopped attending

Please corrment on any issues covered on questions 12-14.

When Children Move From A Shelter
16. To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children moved out of your
shelter, what percentage of the children remained in the school they had attended
while they were in your shelter?

c.
d.

0-5% remained
6-10% remained
11-15% remained
L6-20% remained

e.

2l4O% remained

f.

4l-607o remained

a.

b.

17.

(}

h
i"

6l-80% remained
8l-100% remained
Don't know

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children moved out of your
shelter, what percentage of the children transferred to another school?
a

b
c

d
e

f

O-5% transferred
6-10% transferred
11-15% transferred
16-20% transferred
2l4O% transferred
4l-60% transferred

o

h
i.

61-80% transferred
81-100% transferred
Don't know

18.

To your knowledge, last school year (1994-1995) when children moved out of your
shelter, what percentage of the children stopped attending school?
a.

b.
c.

d.
a

f.

0-5% stopped attending

o

61-80 % stopped attending

h

8l -100% stopped anending
Don't know

D

6-107o stopped attending
I l-15 % stopped attending
16-20% stopped attending
2140 % stopped attending
4l -60 % stopped anending

i.

19.

Please comment on any issues covered

20

ls there a formalized procedure within your school district for enrolling children from

in questions 16-18

homeless shelters?
a.

b.
c.
d.

2t.

yes, please explain
no, please explain

it varies from school to school within our district, please explain below
don't know

When a child arrives at your shelter, who initiates the contact between the school and the
shelter? (Circle all of those that apply)

b

director
other shelter personnel

c

school guidance

d

school social

a

e

shelter

f.
g

counselor h

worker
i.
school administrator j.

teacher
parent

other
it varies, please explain below
don't know

22

When a child residing at your homeless shelter is enrolled in school, is there a designated
person who helps the child adjust to that school and is available to the child if a need
arises?
a

yes

b

no, go to question 25.
don't know, go to question 25.

c

23.

What is the position of that person?
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

24

school administrator
guidance counselor
school social worker
classroom teacher
other, please specify

Please describe the specific assistance provided

by this contact person to children from

your shelter.

7s

Based on your experiences with elementary school-aged children who are homeless, what

additional services,
population?

if any, are needed to improve

the educational experiences of this

26

please describe the narure of the coordination between your school district and local
homeless shelters regarding the education of children who are homeless.

27

How do parents of chitdren who are homeless learn about the educational rights of their
child(ren)?

28.

Do any of your programs address the educational needs of children who are homeless?

29.

a

Yes" Please describe.

b

No.

What, if any, training opportunities would you like to see offered for shelter personnel
concerning the education of children who are homeless?

30

Please feel free to provide any additional comments or concerns about anything in this
questionnaire.

Thank you for completing this survey! Place it in the envelope and return it as soon as possible
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Key Inforrnant Consent Form Cover I-ener
Dear

am a graduare student at Augsburg College in Minneapolis. I have contacted you to request
participation in a research snrdy that I am conducting as part of my graduate program. The
study will examine barriers to educating children from shelters in the St. Paul Public Schools.

I

You have been selected as a potentiat participant because the Research Committee of the St. Paul
Schools identified you as one of those people who is knowledgeable about the topic under snrdy
due to your experience with children from shelters.

Participation in this research project is voluntary and confidential. If you choose to participate
you will be asked to take part in a telephone interview that will take approximately 30 minutes.
You may choose to end the interview at any time, skip over any questions, or withdraw
completely prior to the scheduled interview date.
There are no foreseeable risks or direct benefits to you. The project has been approved by the
Augsburg College IRB and the St. Paul Schools have agreed to cooperate in this snrdy. Your
decision whether or not to participate will not affect you ctrrrent or future relations with SPPS,
Augsburg College, area shelters, or me, the researcher.
please sign the consent form and send it in the enclosed envelope.
you
would
be available for a telephone interview. I will call you within
time
note
the
Please
your
response to set up an interview. I hope to finish all interviews by
two days of receiving
December 15, 1995. You may keep this letter portion for your own records. All data from this
interview will be kept confidential in a locked cabinet by me and shared only with my Theses
Advisor, Dr. Rosemary Link.

If you choose to participate

There will be no way that anyone other than myself could know who chose to participate. Also
any published reports will not include information that could identify you. All data will be
destroyed by December, 15, 1996.

Your participation is important for the success of this research. The results will inform the
program development efforts of the St. Paul Schools begun recently to address the needs of
homeless shdents. If you have any questioru, at any time, please contact me at 4&t-6258 or
my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Rosemary Link at 330-1147.
Sincerely,

Claire Kuennen Jordan
MSW Student
Augsburg College tRB# 95-09-3

Augsburg College IRB# 95-09-3

Barriers to Egucatins-Children From Shelters

CONSENT FORM

You will be given a copy of this form for your records.
Statement of Consent:

I have read the Key Infomant Consent Form Cover Letter. I have asked any questions
I have and have received answers. I consent to participate in the study.

Signature

Date

Convenient dates and times prior to Dec.

lsth, f995

Phone Number

Augsburg College IRB# 95-09-3

Key Informant lnterview Questions
The following questions pertain to the enrollment and education of elemenury school children
from shelters in the St. Paul Public School System. Participation in this interview is voluntary
and the results will be reported in such a manner that the respondents will not be identified.

I

From your perspective, what is the most significant barrier to enrolling children from
shelters in the St. Paul Pnblic Schools?

2.

From your perspective, what can be done to address that barrier?

3

In your experience, what are the second and third most significant barriers to enrollment?
Please list them in order of importance.

4

From your perspective, what is the most signifrcant barrier to educating children from
shelters in the St. Paul hrblic Schools?

5.

From your perspective, what is the impact of this barrier on the children that you serve?

6

From your perspective, what can be done to address this educational barrier?

7

ln your experience, what are the second and third most significant barriers to educating
children from shelters in this district? Please list them in order of importance.

Thank you for participating in this interview-
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L6t

Sur.rev of School Districts
trV}:at is vour

job title?

a) disrrict adrninistraror/superintendent
b) principal
r--) assisunr principal
d) guidance counselor
e) school sociai worker

f) teacher
g) other (piease explain)

2.

Wi:at is the current srudent enrollment in vour school district?

3.

Do you know if a child is residing at a homeless sheller when he /she is enrrrlled
at a schooi in your district?
a) yes -- -- (Skip ro Q.4)
b) no -- > (Please relurn thi.s suruey)

+

How' man)' students trom homeless sheiters have been enroiled in vour disrrict
since the beginning of this school vear (199i-92)?

Over the past three years, has the number of srudents in vour .school rvho are
residing in homeless sheiters:
a) increased --> (Skrp to Q.6)
b) decreased -->(Skip to Q,7)
c) stayed about the sarne -- > (Go to Q.7)

t5,

To whar rvouid vou attrrbute this increase?

From your perspective, wirich of the following would vou ciescribe as potential
didiities rn enroiling children from homeieis sheiters in schools in vour ciistrict?
(Piease circie orrjy those thar appiy.) Following this. rank order each of those vou
circied, rrom mosr significant to least sigrrificanr with 1 being the rnost sisnificant
(PLEASE USE EACH RANI(NG ONILY ONCE)
E;lJLrrne

a) iack oi aciequate Eansportation from
the sheirer to the schooi

b) lack of adequate clothing
c) Iack of adequare food

d) iack of adequate health care
e) inabiiity" r0

pa.v*

for scirool-reiated

expenses

fl; proorems in enroiling chilci rn school due to
Iack of a permanent acidress
g) problems in enroliing child in schooi ciue ro
absence of a parent or iegai guardian

h) pro'olems in enroiling child in school due to
difucuitv in acquiring school records from
ciriio's previous schooi(s)

i) lack of parental

invoivernent in their child's

education

j) iack of cooperation from

shelter personnel

k) please ciescriDe any other potential probiems which
may nirmper the school access of homeiess chiidren and
vourh nrx iisteci rrbove

8,

Is drere a formalized procedure u,ithin your schooi district for enrolling chilciren
from homeless shelrers?
a) yes lplease expiain)
b) no (please explain)
c) it varies froq school to schooi within our districr (please explaint

a

Whcn a child arrives at oee of your schoois frora a homeiess sheiter in vour
corutruruty, rvho initiates the contact berween the school anci the sheltei?

a; sheirer direcror
o; other sheircr personnei
b) sci:ooi guiciance couruqelor
c) *tchooi social worker
ci) scirooi adnrinistraror
e) teacher
f) pareu
g) other
%_

h) it varres lpiease erpiarn

i0.

)

_

From.your perspecdve, do homeiess children exoerience difficuiries whiie
attenciing schooi rn vour distnct?
a) r'es
b) no --> (Skrp to Q.ll)

i

i.

Piease riesc.he ri:ese school ditricurties,

12,

When a chiki residing at a homeiess shelter is enrolled in a school in vour ciisrricr.
is there a designated person $'ho helps the child adjust to thar school and is
availabie ro rhe child if a need arises?
a) yes

b) no --

13.

> tSkrp to Q. i5)

What is the posirion of thar person?
a) schooi adminisuaror

b) guidance counselor
c) school social rvorker
d) ciassroom teacher
e) orher (oiease specih,)
74.

Please describe the specific assistance pror,'ided hv rhis conract Derson ro chiidren
from homeiess snehers,

'tq

Based on !our experiences wilh school-aeed homeless chiidren. wirat adclirional
selvlces, it an.r-. are needed to improve the eoucationa] experiences of tnis

populaiior:')

16.

L/.

Piease describe the effectiveness of rhe
coordjnation berween vour school cistricr
and iocai homeiess sheiters regarciing the eriucadon
of horneiess children.

Piease feei iree to pro'icie any additional
comrnenrc
"v"$r

ti:is

v

guesrionna:re

or
vr .,\''r'!
concerns aborr anrrhins in

Augsburg

College

*,:'"*;iJ:ilfi Hil??

